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urray-hfatray,14,-WednesdaY Afternoon, Tammy 11, 1978 In Our 99th Year ger ik Times 'se rer Lop)
Chestnut Site Cons' idered
New Post Office Building
Is Designated For Murray"
A new Post Office building has been
approved for Murray but the date when
construction will begin and the location
of . the building site have not yet been
pinned down, The Murray Ledger &
Times said tbday ,
An aide to U. S. Congressman Carroll
Hubbard said in a telephone interview
today that PautLettman, congressional
liason with the Postal Service in
Washington, had confirmed that
Murray has been designated for a new
Post Office Building.
-- The postal service liason saidthatthe
- • ontract award for tile new building is
tentatively scheduled _tor fiscal year
1900 and that construction would not
-71tkety start instil 1981.
"Mr. Lettman also wanted me to .
point out," Ava Magee, Congressman
Hubbard's aide said, (abet-we they (the 
postal department) are doing facility
projects for the postal service there is a
-great deal of change, depending on the
She pointed out that if ancaher project
somewhere else received a higher -
priority or if the postal service received
funding or personnel cutbacks, the
project could be delayed further.
Tentative plans call for a 10,000
square foot building but architect's
drawings• are presently only In: the
planning stages Lettrnan said,
Lettmail did say that the Postalr
Service does have a 90-day option on a
possible building site on Chestnut
Street. 'the property is owned by the
Parker family property and fronts
Chestnut west of the intersection of
Chestnut and 10th streets.
Local sources indicate that the Postal
Service has not committed itself to the
site because of a drainage problem with
surface water.
Murray Mayor Melvin Henley told
The Murray Ledger & Times today that
the drainage problem is currently being
studied and that thecity is also looking
at a drainage problem in the old city
park property at 10th and Chestnut.
- "We're going to try to get.some hard
figures on the amount of water in-
volved," Mayor Henley said, "and then
preaent the problem to the (city)
Henley said that the area of the old
park at the intersection- of 10th and
Payne Sire& 'has a severe drainage ----- -problem that must be corrected before
it can be utilized. He indicated that he
hopes plans can be devised that would
Incorporate a solution to the drainage
properry on the proposed post °Hi
and the park property into a
project.
Fred Jackson, office  in char at th
Murray Post Office, said this mom
that the local office has received rio
notification of the proposed new
building.
"Under normal conditions, the local
post office is advised as soon wipe have
something solid," Jackson said.
Money Expected To DominateLEAF 111139NG11- A-buyer gestures 'a bid to the auctioneer at CraVers waiehouse in Murray ar the first
•31. (N,
January dark fired tobacco sales moves into full swing. Sales are slated most of the day here with Mayfield markets-- —opening tomorrow. Top tobacco Was bringing up to $149 per hundredweight early today, although some farmers 
eeral ssembl Scene
opted for another day.day.
expressed concern the overall average was hfivering around the $139 mark Some growers today rejected bids and - n A y To
aa •
Staff Photo ay Lowell Atchley .
Park Board To Seek Bleacher Bids
Itturray-Calltiontin-Ty Park. ROard
is expected to advertise for bids on ball
field bleacher seats in the "old city
park" in coming weeks, following
action at a park board session Tuesday
evening.
Estimates .for the bleachers range
from $2,000 to $2,300. The work on the
bleachers is part of an ongoing project
to upgrade the old facility located on
Chestnut Street in Murray, Other
renovation there, according to E. L.
"Red" Howe Jr., who chaired a park
board meeting Tuesday evening, will
take in patching on the fields, lighting
renovation, fencing and work on some
picnic shelters in the park.
Park board.mei_nberS also Tuesday
evening heard a proposal from Murray
Mayor Melvin Henley that may lead to
an extensive draining project in it
portion of the park near Payne Street.-
Henley is expected to present the same--
plan at a future Murray Common
Council meeting.as
The park board's program corn- •
mittee is expected to review a plan to
charge all participants in baseball and
softball-related activities $1 each.
The plan could raise up to $1,400.
Council Faces Lengthy
Agenda Thursday. Night
Members of the _Murray Common
Council face a lengthy agenda in their
regular meeting Thursday at 7:30 p. m.
in City Hall.
Items listed on the agenda for the
meeting includei— - - -
—action on_theyesignation from the
council of Johnny Rickman, who has
accepted arsition as Calloway County
slici iff's deputy;
—recommendations on appointments
to several city boards and commissions
from Mayor Melvin Henley;
—the election of a mayor protem;
—employment of a city clerk-tax




Three appointments to leadership
positions in the 1978 Calloway County
Heart Fund drive havelieen announced
by the state campaign chairman,
Attorney General Robert F. Stephens of
Frankfort. All of Murray, the are:
Mrs. Irma G . La Follette, as Ca
County Heart Fund Chairman:" Mrs.
Carl Harmon, Murray Business. Gifts
• Outman.; - arid MN. Habett
.Harrow, County Ileart•Fund Treasurer.
, The month-long Heart Fund appeal
_ will be launched Thursday, Feb. 2, with
Coffee Day. The house-to-house
solicitation Willbe conducted on Heart
Sunday-, February 26. The Home
Department of the Murray Woman's
Club will sponsor the Murray Business
Gifts solicitation.
Attorney General Stephens urged full
support of the 1978 Appeal, noting that
509,000 Kentuckians suffer from heart
disease and that 57 percent of Mt known
causes of death in the-Conwnonweelth
are due to heart and blood vessel
disease's.
tie also announced tluit. Mrs, Willard
Ails, Murray, will Continue to serve as
the yea r-rotind Meipprial Gifts
- • Mittman for.; Heart -in Calloway
—the second' reading of an ordinance
increasing rates for residential refuse
collection;
-the second reading of an ordinance-
changing policies and lot prices in the
- Murray-City Cemetery; - - - -
-assignments to council committees
by Mayor Henley; -
-a'. reconunendation on an at-
_ chitnituratAirrn to design a municipal
garage for the city;
-authority to accept Murray State
University hams;
-an announcement and
authorization for attending the Ken-
tucky • Council • of Area Development
Districts spring meeting;
.-employment of a city attorney.
Regular Meetings of-the C-ammon 
. Council are held on second and fourth
Thursday nights at 7:30 ,p.m. The




Calloway County Board of Education
members are. expected to discuss
----Se-Tetion of annrcattect -for trproposed
middle school near CalloWay County
High- when-the hoard meets Thursday
evening. • a
"ab BOartl-merribets'Airit-eember,
meeting voted to go ahead with plans
that could lead to a possible middle
school.
--School board members, in the 7 p..m.
session, are also expected to discuss
updating a policy handbook; consider a
number of personnel reCom-
mendations; and hear a report from
school superintendent Dr. Jack Rose on
transportation, Southern Association
aocreditation of Calloway County High
and the current legislative session. s
School board members plan an
executive session to discuss personnel.
The agenda also calls for consideration
of requests to use school facilities.
The board meets in school ad-
ministrative *ices. on College Farm
—
Howe said the park hoard operates on a " -
"tight budget," which this year is
$105,775.18. Both county taxpayers and
t.city taxpayers contribute $35,000 each
to the park system. Other income
comes from pool receipts and con-
cessions. Howe said cost of umpires and
scorekeepers continues to rise.
Park board members also discussed
an application for renovation of the
"old park" and additions to the new
city-county park. That application,
filed with Bureau of Outdoor
Recreation, is for $48,000. based (in a 50-
50 shared costs procedure.
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) - Money
was expected. to -dominate the
legislative scerie today as committees
of the.„.-Itentufky Gal----Assembly
continued to scrutinize the state's
financial situation. -
-The house dWi Seiu*te1..1p1tdtiun
and Revenue panels scheduled a joint
hearing this morning on the state's
erergy trust fund.
-The fund was authorized-by the /974
legislature under feerlierev::-Wiiiidell-
fprO And was intended to promote
But how te (and the program con-
tinues 16 be  a question and was to be
taken up in today's joint hearing.
The two panels met jointly Tuesday
to hear the official state revenue
estimates for the next two fiscal years.
Department of Revenue projections
indicate Kentucky should increase its




_revenue by $200 million each year of the
--biennium, but Rep. Joe Clarke, D-
-Danville, cautioned that the estimates
should not be considered a windfall.
conversion of coal to cleaner fuels. - Clarke said Tuesday he plans to
_ propose legislation increasing the
gasoline tax to finest the financially
strained transportatind fund. The move
is designed to prevent a nal on the
general fund to aid the road coffer.
Meantime, both houses held brief
sessions Tuesday. .
In the House, bills were introduced to
prohibit the-use of state welfare money
for abortions. and -to- -grant teachers.-
collective bargaining -rights; in the
Senate, challenge. to Gov. Julian
Carroll's control over, that chamber
failed.
Rep. William .Donnermeyer, D-
Bellevue intrricluceci the antiabortion
measure and said he expects to get
strong support for the bill in both the
House and Senate.
Donnermeyer said the bill goes along
with a recent U.S: Supreme Court
ruling involving state funds for abor-
tions, but is only indirectly related to a
house resolution petitioning Congress
for a constitutional convention to.
14-A consider anantiabortion amendment.
A caucus of Senate Democratic
members agreed to one rule change
Many and other municipalities across Kentucky arelooking for new ways to raise revenue for the operation of- "City -gialerninents. We offer one -posaible solution in aneditorial Or ittidayl °Oaten Page, Page 4. 
_ _
chance of snow
Mostly cloudy with .a chance of
. tight snow tonight-Lows-in-the
upper teens to low 20s. Cloudy
with snow likely - becoming
mixed with and changing to rain
Thursday. Highs Thursday in the
upper 30s. Precipitation
probabilities 40 percent tonight
and 60 percent Thursday. Winds
becoming light and southerly
tonight.
today's index
Classifieds  6-B, 7-B
.Crosinvwrds  7-B
Coniics  7B
Dahr Abby • 2-A
Deaths & Fuller* 
Horoscope 2-B
Let's Stay Well-   5-B
Local S,cetie 2-A, 3-A
• Opinion Page  4-A
Sports_ 8-A, 9-A
Some Utilities Overloaded
being pushed by Sen. Lowell Hughes, D-
Ashland, but refused to go along with
the rest of the changes being sought by
Hughes in what was-I-Wen as a challenge
to the administration-controlled
leadership.
The caucts agreed to shorten the •
time the Rules Committee can hold a
bill from 10 days to five days. The full
Senate is expected to vote on the
proposals later this week, when a
similar fight in the House is expected.
The Heave lsettortrree chairmen met
Tuesday in closed session and agreed to
introduce their own package of
legislation ..serearate from the ad-
ministration's measures-.
The house did pass a resolution
calling tor the resignation of Joseph
_Califann as Secretary ",of the Depart-
ment -of Ilea -Ndikatioa_and Welfare
because of his proposed anti-smoking
campaign.
"Califano's proposed anti-tobacco
program is extremely broad and costly
and his antitoba-cco attitude can af4ct
a lot of people," said Rep. Buddy.
Adams, D-Bowliog_,Garo,_ who -spon- _
.sored the
Meanwhile, Gov. Julien Carroll's
office announced he will support
legialation to broaden the -.optional .
coverage available to families insured
under...group life insurance plans.
. The bid,. sponsored by Senate
Majority Leader Tom Garrett, la-
-Paducah; would-Ow-group Members'
to purchase up to 810,000-coverage 16r
their spouses and up to 85,000 coverage
for dependent children. Current limits
are 12,000 for the spouse and 81,000 for
- children.- • -- _ _
The House Business Organizations •
and Professions committee reported
favorably a bill to, eliminate
prohibition against .-conaicted felons
entering various licenied prOfessions.
Rep. Bobby Richardson, .D-Glasgow,
sponsor of the measure, said the
current statutory ban on convicted
felons holding various professional
licenses "flies in the face of the concept
of rehabilitation."
Schools, Industries Feel Cold Weather B
Schools and industries are feeling the
bite of the cold weather as closings gnd
slowdowns continue across the stater-
More than 60 school systems were
closed today as 'temperatures were
.expected to hover near or below zero
thit morning and rise to a high of 20
today.
Kentuckians turned up the heat
Tuesday to fighrthe numbing cop welye




Murray Independent School Board 1,
slated to discuss a Kentucky Depart-
s meet of Hducation facilities su'e',
report and consider • a series . of
systemwide reports when the school
board meett Thursday evening at 7 p
m.
Other items on the agenda for the cit!, -
.school bqard includell personnel
reconunendatiOns and repeat frem.•
the "Murray Education Associdtion
•treside.nt Do alp Lamer: • -
and overloaded electrical utilities in•••some areas.
Prestonsburg and parts of central
Floyd County were 1-dt without power
for abOut twehours Tuesday morning
when an overloaded transformer
stopped opetating, Kentucky Power Co.
officials said.
Cheater -Hill, a spokestnan at. Ken-
tucky Pet's Pikeville office, said use
Targb amounts of power for heat was
straining the 'eastern Kentucky
(. omparirstacilities. -
Similar power load t were reported
_ elsewhere. At Lexington, Kentueky
Utilities officials said residential and
eonImeicjal customers set a record for
power consumption Monday night. . .
Usage hit a peak .ot 825,000 kilowatts,
surpassing the peak recorded during
,ast January's cold wave, KU officials
said.
, In otbereparts ok.thetstate, "Scorn*,
fuel bills, slick roads and missed work:
accompanied the severe weather.
'At 'the American 'Greeting Caril Co.
plant near Corbin, some 30 percent of
ther3300-eini5lOYEES Tailed to multritte -
work Tuesday, said Duane Hart,
Pena:111nel manager. • , .
"The . sides roads ,are still very_
hazaitirtu'i7,- ru'ilt-litriefeliaraitpeartfag'
- mach, relief the rest of this week," he
said. _ .
In Ashland, the Ashland Oil Co. is also
eispeziwieing some slowdown because
employees are having difficulty getting
to work on time.
...People are just having trouble
getting into work, but most are showing
- up," said Don Books, a spokesman for lot more people out there who need
moneylor fuel bills," he said.
"Before the Winter is over, we'll have
real problems with fuel not a shor-
• tag.„-but people who are unable to' pay-
(or the Net," Eastburn said.
In central Kentucky, seieral-large
Lexington employers have reported
substantial numbers of absent em-
ployees since MOnday morning, and
stbres repotted a sharp drop in-
,. customers. - _
Lexington's largest indu.stnal em:
pioyer — IBM — said its problem with
absent workers was minimal.
- But -Jacit DennyAor Sijubr;e:frsbid 1:1"
"quite a few" of, the plant's 1.600
werkersvieve out:
in western Kentucky, an outbreak of
the flu seemed in be more of.a problem
than the weather Tuesday.
••' Plants in several to•untie9 rePorted
• " steer women-.
the c,ompany.
- ...We've shut down specialty
Operations to keep gasoline and fuel
production going," he said:' - -
- Armco Steel Corp., which employes
about 4,200 people in the Ashland area,
had only a few absentees, said John
Dryden,-a spokesman for -the firm.
Theweather slowea production some,.
because of frozen a—Tnd water lines,
he said, adding that those problems
were corrected quickly.
A temporary power shortage also
..atis9d sortie cutsbaCks in production.
Dryden
far, eastern Kentucky has n-fil-seen
the problems of iklated '-
without food or fuel, as it did during the
'extended-spell of severe weather last
winter.
alifift4 0( coal is low, but most




Kentucky River Co unity Action
Age-ficY in Jackson. .
Harry Eastburn, with the Big Sandy
-
Community Ofbctic,u ri, Agency, also said 
that fuel is not but that_people are
.short of money to pay heating bills.
'We got about three dozen calls in















• raIl'kli '_Chapel. United seven p.m.
Methodist Church Women are _
to meet. ei seyeir----Weicome Wagon Club will
. p.m. meet at the community room
of the, Peoples Bank North
. Evening circles of the First Branch at 7:30 p.m. withAhe
Nethridist -Church Program on "Getting To Know




• . _ .
Wednesday, January 11 Thursday, January 12
Murray Gmh...a-ehtrptvi of
at Triangle Inn at 6:30' p.m Beta Sigma Phi will meet at
a- •  • _ - - the home of Trisha Nesbitt at
PridaY, January 13
Special screening clinic for
hypertension (high blood
pressure) will„bie held between
the hours of eight -a.m. and
4:30 p.m. at the Calloway
CountxJkalth Depagtment,_
North Seventh and Olive
Stfeetr, •
North Murray_Homernakers
Club will not meet this month.
  Wesley yea ----Vetter- HomertUdtert adi-
Jdrs„thllard ItOSS J30th at 7'30 will meet at the home of
ivinadaifit-$10-airr:
. ,
Tkursday, January II • Grove 126 Woodmen of the
Progressive Honfernakers World will rneetat the Murray
Club will meet at the home of Woman's Club House at six
Ethelyn Loberger at seven p. pm.
. •_ Genter-svili,bempert-
from ten a.m. to three p.m. for
activities by the senior
citizensth'wilevotice at 10:05
hafid'work or visit with
friends at 10:30 a.m., sack
lunch at - noon, and table
games at one p.m.
Registration processing of
students registering late for
12i6-troring 1978 semester at
Murray State University will
be held from eight a.m. to four
p.m. at Beshear Gymnasium,
Student Center.
Tridipe n ce FrirlaY, January 13
h"Metli•lifist Cljurch WorbnifirilF "ShoPPirill for SenierCitizetis
meet at seven p.m. will be held with persons to
call 753-0929 by 9:15 a.m. for
.M.MILay____Cbgeder No. '92 • morning. 
jthevingf_lind by









DEAR ABBY:Tam a 39 ear-old widow." My husband
dieti-titree years ago leaving me with a 13-year-old son Ill
calt-Mike: i loved my hutsbariti veep-much, hot he had an
incurable and suffered-te_rrikily, so his death was a
'mike took his;fetheee death -hard, as they had always-. • muier, 1004 Sherrie Lane,
b essin
fez.hibitioos__,m the Clara M.
Eagle Gallery 4 the Price
Arts 'Center,
te tJirsUWare
a three-dimensional by James
M. Miles, Paducah;
photography by Ronald Hill,
Bardstown; graphic design- .
photography by Vickte
Maacten, iUeThey..wIlL
be there until Jan. 25. '
. Saturday, January 14 -
Captain . Wendell •Ourp-
Chapter of the Daughters of
the American Revolution will
meet at the home of Mrs. Er
Diuguid at 1:30 p.m. with Dr.
Hughle -Lawson as -spencer.-
' '
Bridal Events Held
For _iris. Mettisftetct...-....• •
Paul dr,gory kfmreberies -Outtarrd, EugeneNewborn Admissions
afield, the former Brenda Ann Chaney, Charles Burkeen,Baby Boy- Williamson
Outland, was complimented James Chaney, Joe Mc-Paris,(mother Barbara), 1907 Gary,.
with several events prior to Cuiston, Charles Henry, FredTn., Baby Boy Mitchell
her wedding. She is the McKinney, and Robert'(m9ther Debra), Ss. 1114 
Haan: daughter of Mr. and 3ift-.' Thornton tecte-hoSteSses for a
Dismissals James H. Outland and her tea shower held at the corn-
Mrs. Tippi K. Jones and sihusrsb.adauiis Rth.emsoansoffieMldr. and munity room of the North
Branch of the Peoples Bank.Baby Bey, Rt. 1, Mayfield,
Mrs. Patricia A. Finley, 1.7112 A personal shower was held A ..
Farmer, Murray, Mrs. Lerese--=it the home of Miss Tammy Fellowship Hall 
ohfeltdheatrthet
Easter, 402 N. 2nd, .mareay__., _74:61tland with Miss Outland,
Timothy R. Gallimore, Rt. 1, 
miss Baptist Church with Mrs. JoeMiss Norita Cassity,
Dyer Mrs. Pat Rowland, and




_swum but it happened; .we. .10.fight•Ittripadtpekter- - Del., - Ledbetter, LISii
we hit it off immediately. I never expected W ram in lifive _Sedalia, Vickie J. Jays, Gen.-
N f blem He wants to marry me but Mike Collins Rt. 1 Murray Tanya
doesn't want me to get married again—ever. — A. Clayton, 300 Memorial Dr.,
14Y- son. cornea fir n.f., but I dontwankIn spend.theleatof Paris, Tn., Mrs. Brenda West,
my life alene,Aztby. Yet-how on I marry again knowing it , Rt. 1, Mayfield, Miss Mildred
will break my son's heart? :. C. Bucy, 1204' Grove, Paris,AGONIZING
been great pals. I made Mike !Ivan of the hopes." 11.." • Muffa Rudd h Howard 109
escorted me.in place of his' father, and I let him handle the iNilliams, Murray, Mrs: Marie
money . %tben we went marketing. He took over Thorne, Rt. 2, Puryear, Tn.,
Benita G. Viitlitrop, Rt. 1,About six-months ago I mera'..45-year-old viidowar. and-
ow or my pro . • ,
'ft.,. John W. Gamlin, Rt. 1,
DEAR AGONIZING: Although it seemed right at the Puryear, fn., Vernon C.
time, it was a mi_etaie to cast your son in the role of a Moody, Rt. 8, Murray, Mrs.
substitute husband.- ., Luta M. Michaux, Gen Del.,
ncourage ,
. his contemporaries. His possessiveness is understand- Hazel, Mn. Dean Taylor, Rt.
ably adolescent, but with maturity, he will be less hurt and 1, Farmington, Mrs. Autumn
nap' e realistic. Marry the man. ,







Murray —Mrs. ;Mr Dorothy Z. 
star Chris Evert and Canada's first lady, Margaret Tru-
DEAR ABBY: I load and unload freight and baggage for Suggs, 
deauat 7:30 p.m. at the lodge hall. shopping. . ,_ . a major airline. We handle dogs and cats that are 
Rt. 7, Murray, Mrs. .. In an interview, Blackwell acknowledged that his 18th011ie L Williams, Rt. 1, Hazel. annual list includes some of the most talented women in"kenneled" for transportation.
America.Most of these animals have never experienced anything •
like this before, and•theyare petrified from the-noise a the This has no reflection on their talent," he said. "If I
screaming jets and from so much jostling around. Some didn't think they were great talents, I probably wouldn't
have noticed them."animals try to chew through the kennels, and..they end up_





A complete meal that'll fill
you up. without 
emptying—*;711111-75tekttr'
"4, A Slew of w
• A Frigat Fu Fryes 1 .
• Our Hushpu s iel
• 2 of our Famous Fish E ts







IN CONCERT — Norma
Zimmer, star of the Lawren-
ce Welk Show, and Phyllis
Chetakian, accompanist
presented a concert at.the
First Baptist Church,.
Paducah, recently. Mrs. Linda
Wright analwo o voice
students, Terri McCord and
Diana Weber, attended the
concert. Also attendijig,
were Roe Wright. Benjamin--
Wrightdennifer Wright, and
Sue Shelton.
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Farrah Fawcett-Majors and
- =linger Linda Ronstadt topped the 1978 list of the "world's
-,10 worst-dressed women" announced Tuesday by fashion's
sharpest critic, Mr Blackwell.
In Pus 18th annual. jibe at women in the public eye,
Blackwell also found fault with the clothing of entertainers
Charo and Anna Bryant and actress Diane Keaton.
He described Miss Keaton's wardrobe as "ash can
_ fashions from her, local alley."
He said Miss Fawcett-Majors had "enough splits in
her dress for an earthquake."
"' The balance of his 10-worst list named singers Dolly•-- sj-. Parton and Marie Osmond, actress Dyan n, tennis,
' PARIS PATIENT - - -,- --- --sibility to set fashion standards for her fans.loose. - - Naomi Barrett of Hazel has He noted she hadPlease inform your readers that pills-are available (from ,, •. anyvet).Which; if given to ,the animal before the trip, fill 
been dismissed from the clad
- keep hirnocilhn and comfortable. I have seen so many Henry County General
frightened and hysterical animals in my work, it breaks my Hospital, Paris, Tn.
-.-- heart.:If yaw love,,aninzals_as 1.413...,you'll_print -this..
. CARES  PADUCAH PATIENT . 
DEAR 'CARES: Another tip for animal lovers. Never rs. Sally 
Johnson of
feed your pet before he boards an airliner. The 
Murraym has been dismissed
combination-of nervousness and motion sickness invariably 
from the Western Baptist
causes him to regurgitate. 
Hospital, Paducah.
_DEAR ABBY: My Son recently married, and his wife
insists on calling me "Grandma," which infuriates me no
end! II am a grandmother, but not h!rs:)
could not possibly be my granddaughter. If she_doesn't
want to- call me "Mother" or -"Mom" as my other
daughters-in-law do, she may call me by my first name or
a,nything-else she likes, but that "Grandma" stuff has got
to SO 
How do I get this simple message across to her?
- — NOT HER GRA NDM,At--
- 
-
.DEAR- NOT:. Pirst-tail jour son. And-II that dee-issai
-work, tell HER. - -
----G./Wag married? No matter how little you have to spend-
er behw unconventional your lifestyle, it can be lovely. Send
far Abby's new booklet, "How to Have a Lovely Wedding."
Enclose 81 and • long stamped (24 cents) self-addressed




SAVE ENERGY WW1 —
Yag_may think that winter 13 a
poor time to buy an air con-
ditioner, but taking advantage
of pre-season sales
promotions can save you
money. Before you buy,
however, be sure to check the x
EER and you can save
money all stunrner long. EER
is short for energy efficiency
ratio and is suriPotte4lii be
stated on all new air con-
ditioners. 
with 
an air cons - -
ditioner a high EER. For -
example, a unit w.ttitin.Y.Eft—
of-4-will cost about three times .F
as much to operate as one with $!
an EER of 12.- You can save By oths, W. P. wilimds ;;;:;:•6:;:;:4;:•mc64-14-:
more energy money by next thing we will see asI read somethingreading a copy of the UK AG - a f— --kvidence of the coming spring
Report on Home Energy ,days ago that "gives me is the swelling of Forsythiacomfort these. cold wintryConservatienr-Full-nt-energy,
days. In speaking of this buds. Long before they cansaving tips, it is FREE at your
being a month in which open up outdoors, we cancounty Extension office, gardeners can relax, this bring them in and enjoy the
fresh bi ea. th of the changingarticle Said' that Plants were
those that were in the ground. sealane you ever stopped to
continuing to work, especially
Shrubs and bulbs that appear remind yourself what a
so dormant and dead are wonderful world this is? I
alive and at work. Roots are don't know why human
continuing to reach out beings have insisted en
getting in such a mess.farther and farther into the
earth- to gain strength, And S"Mleh lirguntent, " Much
the hie_giming_ sap is sun _ wrong-doing, so much
there storing up energy, upheaval. Yet there is so
awaiting only a warm spring much beauty and room for
breeze to stir into action. everybody to enjoy it all
We as gardeners have a
Nature never stops wonderful heritage, that of
working. It only appears to.1. keeping the world beautiful.
rest, to gain new vigor. Time
passes so quickly that will
be time to go to work before
we are reads for it. That is
one good reason for preparing
beds or holes for shrubs in the
late fall instead of waiting
reauntdilys.pitninsga. slifmtphice. amraouttnedr itos *felit.!************--11.4-4-**********
set out a new shrub • *











If we can make of one ugly
spot something lovely, then
we cal, be proud. Now a whole
season of doing just that iz.






















appeared at concerts alternately
in short shorts andt Girl Scout uniform.
"I would assume anyone with this incredible talent




For Program Information, Please Call 753-3314
NOW1!!
Charging...Roaring...
Breathing Fiz' e and * - _















  CLOSE ENCOUNTERS
Throe 1/17
C1414if-
641 N Central Ctr
Thru 1/19 ,
OF THE THIRD KIND




















































I have only one shrub that I
intend to set out this season
That is the Franklinia which I
lost in last yearl -Setiire
winter. It wat the Bicen--
tennial plant, chosen because
--it .was discovered .„200 years
ago growing along a river in
Georgia and has never been
seen growing wild since then
It was namedfor Benjamin
Franklin by the mall who
originally found it. It is a
lovely plant and hasp white
crinkly blossoms in the
spring. I intend to take better
care of this one, hoping I car'
nourish it sufficiently to go
• through a bad winter.
The warm spell of last week
I,rought into view .the tips of
0. Narcissus bulbs. They were
:-iwyel,Orplidagped this. week * • • • - •
and w won't s#eoliwwwiytealihrepri.
Mitch probably. "M'e
SAVE WITH
F. SECURITY FEDERAL *v ** ** 1300 Johnson Blvd. MurrayBranch 759-1234 ** ** ** *
* ** _—. .... ** , ** .i -.. .26 
























































N 12th St., Olympic Plaza
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Miss Outland Married To
Mr. Man- ield A-- Church 
•
The sanctuary of the Elm
Grove Baptist Church was the
setting for the December
weddingicif•Vss Brer_O_Ang,,
--,•75utland---t-o-Paul Gregory
Mansfield. The bride is the'
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
James H. Outland and the
groom is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Paul R. Mansfield, all of
Murray. 
Officiating at the double
ring -ceremony was the Rev.
Calvin Wilkins.
The sitar was centered with
a brass arch entwined with
holly end red and. white
carnations and accented by a
spiral-candleabrum -on either-
she----0/11h1OWS---Were •
lighted, by white candles set
amid holly. An arrangement
Of _holly an -.a White bolt _
marked-each family pew.
A 'program of nuptial music
was presented by Ricky
.Cu
 -__Ilrides Dress:
The bride, escorted to the
kliby-herfather 'and given
in marriage bif her parents,
was radiant in her formal
gown of white sheerganza.-
-Chantilly lace accented the
molded bodice and
shepherdess sleeves. A small
satin bow and seed pearls
further enhanced the bodice.
A wide border of lace graced
the skirt beginning at the point
▪ of the bows on either side and-
dipping down to encircle the
herA
Her hesddress, designed
expressly for her gown, was a
Juliet crown daily accented
with Chantilly lace and seed
Mr, and MI. Paul Gregory Mansfield
Marvin and Mike-Curmingham
serving as ushers. All of the
men -in the wedding. party
lore forest green tuxedoes
pearl i-.- uf i'*-Iength-ve-il- with white ithirts
of illusion was caught to her red carnation: -
headdress. Outland, mother of the
She carried a bridal bouquet bride,. was attired in a
designed With gardenias 'burgundy. and' white floor
encircled by White Cinultions length dress wiU a corsage of
• and baby's breath. a white orchid. 'The groom's
Miss Tammy Outland, mother, Mrs. Mluisfield, chose
.of thebride, was. weitr bor.-J=0h_
maid of honor. She wore a sea- dress and her corsage was
green floor length dress wlur*, 41W-A villltenhtd.
tied at the waist. The dress Presiding at the guest
was aeettited by a cowl neck. register was -Miss Narita
Serried-it-red carnation-- -Casstty- 'ant' Miss Anita
trio  encircled by. baby's Chaney. :The table was
breath. _,tidand-liatall bouquet
_< Bridesmaids vrere Mrs. Gail o(red-carnations.
Blalock, cousin of the bride, Mrs. Hill Outland directed
----and Miss Dana Mansfield,---the-witddbur.'
-Sister of the groom. Their ReceptiOn
dresses were made identical The reception was held
to the maid of honor and they following the ceremony in the
also car.ried a red canation church fellowship hall.
trio. The bride's table was
Mr. Mansfield chose Danny overlaid with a mint green
-Alexander as his best man. cloth with a net overlay
Groomsmen were Bob Blalock centered with a two-branched













One Rack'-   
ftems. 
t




'The,wedding of Miss Marlene Daniel, daughter of Dr. and
Mrs. Robert EJSaniel, Sr., of Murray, to Lux"? Gelb, son of: -
Mrs. Lorraine Geib and the late Garnett c..-Geib Coldviater, • •will be solemnized on Saturday, Feb. 11, at 9:30 D. m. at the
Memorial Baptist Church.
The inciect date.of Dec. 11 was inadvertenillbleslin the
Down Concord Way-
annotm t in the Tuesday Lssne oi the Murray Ledger di





The Murney Chapter of The
National Secretaries
Association (International)
will meet on Monday,Jan. 16,
at seven p.m., in the Council
Room of Murray City Hall,
- said Mitt Anita Thomas, CPS,-
president of the load Chapter.
The program will be a






trial, following court room
procedures, both the pros and
cons of the CPS program will
hi:signet -of red and white
carnations. The table held a
rustal bowl and a three-
tiered wedding
decorated with WW.e.- roses
and accented at-the base with
holly. The cake. also held the
traditional bride and groom
Statuette. The guests were
itso served mints, nuts and
candLO_Aierries.
'Serving at the reception
wore- Mrs  Charles_ (Jutland,
Mrs. pill, Outland, Mrs. Jay
theefan, Miss Diane Mt-
Cuistori, and-Miss Karen-
McCu
Rice bagsAlecl with rod and
green ribbons,- were
distributed by Jinu.k3utland,
brother of the bride,--'
After a wedding trip to the
G'i-tat Smoky ' Mountains-
National Park, the couple is
now residing in Murray
Rehearsal Dinner
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Man-
sfield, parents of the groom,
entertained with a rehearsal
-dinner at Perkins Pancake
and Steak House. At this time
the bride and groom presented
gifts to their attendants.
-DUNN BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Danny Dunn of
- Murray- Route Six are the
parents of a baby boy, Tracy-
Dan, weighing six pounds
twelve founces, bOrn on





Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Cody W. Adams of
Farmington Route One and
Mr. and Mrs. William-E. Dunn ,
of Clarksville, Tn. Mrs. Ora
Lee Lewis of Murray Route
Eight is a paternal great aunt.
Great grandparents are MiS
Susie Wilson and Mrs ' Harn





passed with its reunions.,
feasts, joys, sorrows, and
celebrations.
The T. Pattersons spent the
holidays in South Caroling_
with Linda's relatives.
Tom Nance boarded a bus
_kr -Chicago to spericrChrist-
be eiPoged, debater-11kt mas „at the home of his
.--yerdict deliverer:I 'lly-rjar-d'aughter, him Emma Jor-
audience which will serve as dan.the Jury, said Mrs. Thomas. Mrs. Cathey Crowell Miller
"It promises to be a' very and". husband moved away
educational- program ant- from the Concord home of her
grandfather, Kelley Smith, toguests are w elcome;-
especially secretaries who are go to Chattanooga, Tn., where
not members of NSA, but who her husband is employed by
are interested in- learning Blue Cross and Blue Shield.
niore about the CPS program. The Clyde Spiyeland's
family reunion at borne heal
Old Salem had an unexpected
guests, Steve Hicks, from San
Francisco, Calif., with his
parents, Robert and Peggy
Hicks from Michigiva, -auk,
other son and daughter.
Mrs. Fonnie Spiceland's
family-oil-de was complete on
Christmas day with all of bar
children,„ r„, H., Cecil, Ed-
ward, Bobby, Lorene, Annie
Mae, and Mere present with
other members. -
Gene and Julie Loving
brightened the corner for their
ailing- relatives_bv-having
Christmas dinner for all in
their spacious country home
with its yule logs heaped in the
large fireplace.
Christmas carols were
furnished on television by
_nabangs- group to end
the parted day._
the president said. She stated
further that one does not have
to be a membei of NSA to sit







Mrs. Willie Mae Burnett and
Badr-Boy,-- 138- college-C.,
yurniy, Mrs. Terri Gream
Sohnson and Baby Girt-Route
1, Springville, Tn., Mrs. Julia
A. Steele, Route 2, Buchanan,
Tn,, Albert W. Nichy, Jr., D-2
Fox Meadows, Murray, Mrs.'
Cleve Paschall, Route
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Hazer, Mrs. H. Gall Spillman,
Box 122, Wingo, Buell
Donelson, 804 Sunny Lane,
Murray, Mrs. Sonja J.
Speight, 1803 College Farm
Rd.,-Murray,-Robert Clifford
White, Route 2, Hazel, James
E. Brandon, Route 5,'Murray,
Mrs. Rufh M. Moffett, Route 5,
Murray, Dee Vinsarr,- 5002
South 6th, Murray, Mrs,
Luella Elliott, Route 5;
Murray. W. _Alms Steele
expired), Route---4, Murray.
We were mindful that many,
including Mrs. Fred McClure,
Mrs.J. D. McClure, Mrs. Etha
Bailey and so many others





Oury Lovins, trying AG
recapture the childhood joy of
Christrniiijook "a loney trip
nsdki the acr tiomeplace of
his grandparents where
eleven fan-dikes always spent
Christmas.
The old house was in ruins,
the one_oold tyardwefiencomceeloishoinengk gone..
Never again there win- be
any
There was never a
Christmas tree in the old
house on the hill:tut it was not
missed. There was such
merriment when all the aunts,
uncles, and cousins mingled
togetherin the plain Old rooms
with „As three fireplaces
tablea gl o w
t ht 711: ia c hu en
ron
 withwt  ei h bitsig
black range stove keeping
loads of food hot - food which
y Fitinity Reurtiorts
weenjeyed'nqtkilowthg tlr- -
how much labor had been
required to furnish - --
Back then we had never 7—
seen a Santa Claus, but his
invisibility made his spirit
more real.
We did not know that loads
el-money had to be spent -on
preseilts,--for then one simple
little gift was sufficient-to
make children happy.
Those .cloys, like 'all theeId
homes, are gone.
Most of the people who lived
in those days are gone, but
they left for us lovely
memories.
- -A- new year is beginning.
. May it hold for this generation'
something that will -be at •
precious as the recollections
of past years,. in , spite of
hardships, have been to those
who know how Christmas has
changed.
,On Nov. 1,._1836; Texas pro-
claimed iti—ii;&-pendenee of'
Mexico and formed a provision-
al government with Stephen





"Quality Appliances At Discount Prices
West Kentucky Appliance
641 Noritt
Phont, 15i 4418 CenterHouse Smorgasbord
ta
• .
{Here are 4 ,
to ecit at Bina
And tI-2ondie right
  are FREE!) •Through Feb v 4, buy one Super Shef_ them-at your nearby Burger Chef Restaurant._ _
or one 'Big S it-:, and get Pqtterfret"- :,-- If offe'Sti per Shef be.BiiShef hits the spot,
Abso 1Y, P"sitivery free' then you don't want to miss this two-for-one




You get more to like at Burger Chef:




Votti where prbili'Llect. taxed or res.!ed
by law Local and slate taa payable by
payer OBer exptres February. 4 197R
Itrryt one. per customer Good only
Burger Chet Plestaerant th 1304 W
Murray. KY
Num.
F .- V-4 where pr..h ttet•I, ,5Ke.1.,r re,'- •'avir . 1.2s.al a.hri sae !ak payab,e bi
parer 6ller' eiOiret F•45rpary A t975
1..rrr,4 One per rush)rher 6,,. A only
Buroer Chef Pe-in-Errant at '404 er Ma .
ktiortAty_15Y ••••• —
.-.4.4toke
You get more to like at Burger Chef.-
IP mum ai II wi INN
a







The -City of Murray, like legislation enabling cities to
many other comparable levy a sales tax, and it were
communities across the adopted in the city, Murray
Commonwealth of 'Kentucky; is
going to be face-to-face with
- serious economic cris4is in
- near future.
That crisis is simply this: If revenue sharing. is.
The city administration and eliminated upon its ex‘pirition
.Murray common Council will in 1980, a payroll tax will be
- not be able to came up loth inevitable unless, of course the
could drop consideration of the
-payre ax and could probably
liminate tile present insurance
tax.
enough revenue under the state legislatuT4ees fit to open. 
present tax structure for the up the poss,ibility to- cities of
community to fund an annual levying .0 / sales taz," Mayor
budget. -Henley -said.
That projected crisis Could, state Rep. Kenneth C. Imes-
become 'an absolute fact as ,(1):Muriay) Sas assured us that
early as this fall when city/ he would introduce a bill during 
the "contributions" that-
officials begin forihulating,Ofe this legislative session that 
workers make to the Social
budget for the 1979 calehdar would allow municipal sales 
Security fund. The maximum
year. We're not trying‘to scare taxes if his constituents in- --S°6411 securitY 
workers paid in
anyone with these. statements dicated they favored such a tax. 
last year was $965.25. This
but according toi our simple- For this reason we'urge you to 
year, the maximum is $1,070.85.
calcuratIon.s,.such an economic mark your preference in the 
That's not all. The rate will
zero-hourJS fast approaching. box below and return it to us at 
continue to jump each year
"Ourjeasoning is- a follows: Tax' Question; P. O. Box 32, through 1987, When the
=The current (1978) Murray Murray, Ky. 42071- as .soon as maximum Social SecwitY Con-
City budget is $1.66 million and possible. 
tribution will be $3,045.90.
that includes eV 
The increases are needed to
ery nickel of We think a sales tax of One- -
federal revenue sharing Monies ' half percent to one percent 
keep the fund from drowning in
the city anticipates receiving would be the fairest method of 
a sea of red ink, However,
many experts say the new during year. raising additional money for in-
-It is ,Apparent that inflation governmental services. We
_ 
creases 'will not keep Social
is going to be with us forever, urge every member of the Security from eventually'
and inflation one will soon Kentucky Senate,the Kentucky 
sinking to its death.
Create a serious gap between FroUse, and the executive Dmet get the wrong im*--
the amount of revenue received branch of state government to pression. -We believe Social
seflais Security is a good concept -
but it has some problems that
must be solved.
Birthrate projections
forecast that by the year 2000
there will be fewer than twd
workers per $ocial Security
recipient. Already the burden is
on middle-income workers. In-
stead of putting the money into
savings or investments, the
middle-income worker is for-
ced to pay ipto the Social











by the city-arid the amount that
local citizens--demand be spent
for local services. This does not
even take into consideration
Capital outlays for equipment,
supplies and salaries or the
added costs of increasing
services.
Options Available -
The major sources of general
fund revenue for the present






Increasing any of the three
above-mentioned taxes would
be, to say the least, unpopular
with local citizens and the four-
th major revenue producer
(revenue sharing) may or may
not be with us in the future
depending on the whims of our
Washington lawmakers.
We can see only two logical,
and equitable, 'alternative
methods of producing ad-
ditional revenue for the city and
One of those methods is
prohibited by state statutes.
The first alternative, and the
only avenue presently available
to the city, would be the
adoption of an occupational
(payroll) tax. Under this tax,
every person who draws a
salary or wage within the
_confines of the city would 'be
subjected to the levy.
Such a tax has proven un-
popular in other communities
and, when 'mentioned here in
the past, has raised the ire of
local employers-and employees
alike.
The second alternative, and
there is. presently no provision
for this one , in `Kentucky
Statutes, would be the adoption
of a sales tax by the City. This,
to us, seems to be one of the
more- equitable forms cif
taxatjon available Snd has
proved successful in other
states acrosS the country.
A one-half cent sales tax
wopld product $425,000 in
' revenue for Murray using sales
figures based on the 1976









If additional taxes were
inevitable for the City of
Murray and I had a choke, I
would prefer: sales tax or
payroll tax (circle one).
I urge the Kentucky
General Assembly to adopt
legislation that would eriable
cities and counties, within
limits, to levy a sales. tax:
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Social Security Takes A Iiite.
If your paycheck looks







By SEN. RICK -WELSENBERGER
Kentucky's pharmacists are seeking
an increase in the amount -the state
pays-them for providing medicine for
the poor.
Although I ritnially am opposed to
increases in state aid, I am persuaded
that this request is both reasonable and
necessary to the continuation or the
program. --Kentucky currently pays
$1.80 to a pharmacy for filling a
Medicaid prescription and this often
does not cover the cost of the drug.
A pharmacist Is a businessman and
the actual cost of the product is only the
tip of the iceberg. Like, any other
businessman, his "cost" also must
contain compensation for einployees'
4 salaries, workmen's compensation
insurance, unemployment insurance,
rent on the building,, utilities, and any
number of other expenses.
Kentucky's Medicaid fee schedule is
ilrray , Leckjer '84 Times
Publisher   Walter I.. Apperson
Editor R. Gene McCutcheon
The Murray Ledger -& .11mes is published
every afternoon except Sundays. July 4, Christ-
mas Day, New Year's Day and Thenkagiving bY
Murray Newvapers, Inc., 103 N. 4th St.
Murray, Ky 45071. Second Class Postage Paid at -
Murray, Ky. 42071.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: In areas served by
earners, t2 50 per Month, payable in advance
By mail in Callaway County and to Benton, Har-
din, Mayfield, Sedalia and Farmington. Ky., and
Parts. Buchanan and Puryear, Tn., $1750 per
year By mail to other destinations, $3250 per
year
Member of Assfitiated Press. Kentucky eress
Association and Southern Newspaper Publishers
Association.
The Associated Press is exclusively entitled To
republish local newi originated by The Murray
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The amount of Social
Security a worker pays in is ac-
tually on half the total paid to
the fund. Employers match the
worker's "contribution." As
with ' any other tax, this
payment to Social Security in-
creases the prices of products
and services. The tax will ap-
parently _pep increasing to
keep the 'fund from going -
busted.
Where will it all end? We
don't know, but we fear that the
people paying into Social
Security today will be disap-
pointed by the time they-reach
retirement age.
• I 1 . •
•
visiting his- parents' ifier -serving In
Vietnams for thepast keen. ---- • -  -
beaths reported include John Dixon,
age 88, Connie Arnistrong, age 71,
Jamek-Berty Futrell, age 80; and Mrs.-
Ruth Grooms.
The Rev. Stephen Mazak, Jr., pastor
of the Immanuel. Lutheran Church,
spoke on -Teen Age Problems" at the
meeting of the Theta Department of the
Murray WoMan'S Chit -
Birtlis-- repotted include a- girl, --
.Michelle; to Mr. and Mrs. 3ack Ward on.
Dec. SO, a g  Lirl ora Roebelle,
_Mr. and Mrs. Herman Robertson on •
Dec. 16.
Mr. and Mrs W. Rudolph _Howard
announce die engagement 'and ap-
,_ proachipg marriage of their daughter,
Judith Kathryn, to Edward J. Carroll,
son of Mrs. Walter K. Carroll aticrthe.
Ntale Mr. rroll.
We believe the people _ in
Washington should start asking
some serious questions about
the future of Social Security:
Tim New Rates
Nazi-
Tax Wage 4 mum
Rata Bass Tax
5.85% $16,500 $ 965.25
6.05 . 17,700 1,070,85







7.15 42,600 3,045.90 •
Iii -
doctor at once.
8. Also report the suspect product to the
manufacturer, packer, or distributor
shgtrn on the label of the product,and to
the store where you bought it.
HEARTLINE: I am going _ be
retiring from my Civil Service job with
the government in July of this year. At
the time of my retirement, I should
have approximately six months of
unused sick leave. Can this time be
used to increase my retirement? G.S.
A. Yes, this can be done. When the
employee retires on an immediate
annuity or dies, the time represented by
the accumulated unused sick leave to
the employee's credit is added to the
employee's actual service used in
,computing annuity. An immediate
annuity is one which begins no later
than one month after separation from
the service. This includes annuity to an
employee who retires optionally, or
who retires for age, disability, or due to
being involuntarily separated from the
service. It does not include annuity to a
seperated employee who is entitled to
deferred retirement at a future date.
The unused sick pay can only be used
in figuring the total number of years
and months of service used in com-
puting the amount of annuity or sur-
viving annuity. It can not be used in
figuring the high average pay and
cannot be counted towards the
minimum length of service necessary
to retire.
HEARTLINE: I am 67 years old and I
have always worked in the cold mines. I
now receive the Black Lung 
benefits.qui you tell me when the last raise in
Black Lung benefits was granted? E.L.
A. Black lung payments to coal
miners and their families increased by
7.05 per cent with checks mailed in
November.
Black lung benefit increases are
linked by law to the pay increases of
Federal Government employees at the
GS-2 step-1 level. They received a 7.05
per cent raise in October.
The monthly payment to a coal miner
disabled by black lung, or to his widow,
now is $219.90--up from $205.40. The
maximum black lung benefit payable
„wheu_there are three or more depen-
dents is $439.70 a month, increased
1. Report your grievance promptly
giving your name, address, telephone
'number and directions to residence or
pVce of business. - •
2. State clearly what appears to be
wr3131%scribe the label of the product
and give any code marks that appear on
the container. (In the case of canned
food, these are usually embossed into or increase to $85.4 million from the
stamped on the lid of the can. - previous mtinthly level of $79.4 ihillion.
4.*Give the name and address of the Black lung benefits are
store where the article was bought and under the Federal Coal -gibe Health
the date of purchase. and Safety- Act. The Social Security
5. Sake whatever remain.; of the Administration makes payments on all
st19pect product Or the empty container -•-approyed aline filed, before July 1,
for your doctor's guidance or possible 1973„ (axi' certain survivors' claims
examination by FDA. • 'filed thereafter) white the U. ,S,4
Department of Labbt is resPonsible for
It Bennie time. ' • -L.,- --payment' obiontamwskintigliedidnek.v. A4b4.,Au
 04 11toll9W.ittiffrilin:t41)47,461:1".•- _ • '• - - •
" 20 Years Ago
An auditor's report of the local
Infantile Paralysis chapter shows that
42,168.56 was spent on polio cases and
incidentals in Calloway County in 1957,
according lo the repot:Vv.:Mien Roe,
auditor, and Max Beale, treasurer.
Dr. H. C. Chiles spoke on "Dear
Enemy" at the meeting of the Murray
Rotary Club held at the Murray
Woman's Club House. Henry Holton
was in charge of the program and in-
troducedDr. ,
Dennis Taylor, principal of Alstin
and Carter Elementary Schools, spoke
at the meeting of the Faculty Club of
the Murray- Independent Schools. His
topic was "More Effective Schools."
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Ftowjaimi will
have open house in Celebration a their
50th wedding anniversary on Jan. 12.
New Concord High School beat
. _Murray TrainingScbool by the score of
61 'to 57 in basketball with Finney
getting 21 for New Concord and Rogers
201or Murray Trainin&
the lowest in the nation for reasons
unknown. A surveytof pharmacy costs
shows that each prescription costs a
pharmacy $2.34 to.fill. Our neighboring
state of Tennessee pays $2.10 a
prescription.
Adding to the cost of the pharmacist
is the inevitable mountain of paperwork
required to be filled out and forwarded
to the Frankfort buseaucracy which
seems to thrive on it -at special sheet of
paper called a Medicaid reimbursal-
sheet is the first steop and the slightest
destortion in handwriting causes an
optical scanner in Frankfort to reject
the entire page. Weeks later, after the
pharmacist has corrected the entry, he
may or may not recreive reim-
bursement.
The problem has become so acute
that many pharmacists now send their
worksheets to a company in Witchita,
Kansas, which transfers the entries
onto magnetic tape and ships them to
Frankfort where they are run off on a
Medicaid computer. The cost is.14 cents
per entry!
The response from the state is that
there is not funds avaitable to increase
the amount. But this reply is highly
suspect When you conAder that state
aid to physicians, dentists, nursing
homes and intermediate dare facilities
has soared ip the.pastthreeyears.
While I am not lobbying On behalf-of
the pharmacists, I see their request for
a modest increase as quite reasonable.
I seriously doubt that the palierwork -
can be reduced, probably because o1,.
some federal guideknes, but some
- investigation • in• This area -might be--
worthwhile. •
I would like to discuss this and any
HEARTLINE is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose Is to answer
questions and solve problems-last. II
you have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write ,
HEARTLINE, 114 E. Dayton St., West'
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply but you must
Include a stamped, sell-addressed _-
envelope. The most useful replies will
be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: I have a complaint
against a company that I think would
come under the Food and Drug
Administration. Can yoniell me how to
do this? K.B.
A. Consumers sometimes come
across a food, drug, device, cosmetic or
hazardous substance that they have
reason to believe is mislabeled, un-
sanitary, or otherwise harmful.
When you report a legitimate
grievance to the Food and Drug
Administration, you are performing a
public service. The information you
provide can and often does lead to the
detection and correction of a violation
of the Federal Food, Drug, and
Cosmetic Act or the Hazardous Sub-
stance Act. The Food and Drug
Administration cannot take -action
solely on the basis of, your complaint,
but It will investigate your complaint
promptly and act in accordance with
the requirements of the law if a
violation is established.
Here are some guidelines to follow in,
reporting suspected violations of the
Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act.
You may refer your complaint in
writing or by phone to the nearest field
office or resident inspection station.
'FDA has 17 district offices and 95
resident inspecilan stations throughout
the country, In most major cities, ypii
can find the addresses of the nearest
FDA office in the telephone directory
under U. S. Government, Department
of Health, Education and Welfare, Food
and Deug Administration. You may
wish to write directly to the Food and
Drug Administration, 1.1. S. Department
of Health, Education and Welfare, 5600
Fislihrs Lane, Rockville, Maryland
24852.
Report your problem by the following
method.
4. Hold any unopeted container of the
Kew- itotitt
from $410.80. A miner or widow with
one dependent now gets $3'29.80- a
month-up from $308.10, and with two
dependents, $384.80 monthly -tip from
$359.50. .
The higher payments go to 163,109,
miners; 142,900 widows of miners; 3,300
other survivors; and 180,900 dependents
of Miners. Total monthly benefits will
30 Years Ago
License plates for 1948 are being
purchased at the rate of 25..to 39 per day,
according to Calloway County Court
Clerk Lester -Nanny'. k---total of 1,058
_ .jgates were _purchased in
CairowaY 'County in 1947.
Deaths reported include Terry -
Bradley, age 50.
In high school basketball games Lynn
Grove beat Almo; Goltonda, Ill., beet
Murray Training; Salem beat Kirksey ;
M,adisonville beat Murray High.
Anna Eva Gibbs, Ckara Jane Miller,
and Ann Crisp of the Wesley- Foun-
dation, Murray State College,
presented the program at the meeting
of the WSCS of the First Methodist
Church held at the church. They were
introduced by Mrs. A. F. Doran.
Lillian H(#fman, Lula Farmer,
Dorothy Henry, Bea Purdom, Katie
Martin, B. Melugin, Genora Hamlett,
June Crider, Gladys Hale, Christine
Boggess-,Bert Crider, MavisHurt, Ruth
Lassiter, Oneida Ahart, Lynn Radford,
Fay Nell Anderson, and Ann Vae Hart




By The Associated Press •
Today is Wednesday, Jan. 11, the
eleventh day of 1978. There are 354 days
left in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1943, during World
War II, the United States and Britain
relinquished extraterritorial rights in
China.
On this date:
In 1569, the first lottery in England
was drawn in St. Paul's Cathedral
under the patronage of Queen Elizabeth
the First.
In 1788, a band of colonists set out
from Hartford, Conn. for the Ohio
wilderness.
In 1861, Atibama seceded from the
Union.
In 1962, an avalanche buried a village
in the Andes in Peru, and three-
thousand people were reported killed.
In 1964, Panama suspended
diplomatic relations with the United
States after clashes between
Panamanian students and American
troops in the Canal Zone.
. In 1970, in Nigeria, the 32-month-old
seoessionist Biafran" regime collapsed
under onslaughts by..-.the Nikerlitii_
-FeillraTgoverriment.
Thought for today: I am alwayf
ready to learn, but I do not always like




' When they' saw the star, the's% ie-
joiced with exceeding great igy. Mat-
thew 2:10 '
That wh-Orri The- wisertirii %math,
was Rot 4-ttlr hut a Person wiiiirn they.
- had. i,-Fi.;arehed.- if we .have the
-•:,cne revealed to_theyn of ._
•
a
1.4INGTON, Ky. r AP) - - The Kentucky House passedAn - anti-smokliig Cliniplign a- resefiltfbn Tuesday inbeing propostd by Health; Frankfort calling forEducation
Secretary Joteph Califane is' And'in kitington,site orthe  awing tire in Kentucky, the-iveeld's-largest tatriersalesnation's leading . producer of market, Sen. Wendell Ford, D-burley tobacco. - Ky., told- a news conference
Former Adviser Urges All-Out Energy 'Attack, Surgeon General's report on_ s_r_noking and health.
the- 1411t.:anniversary- of- the
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) - anything," said Kirkbride, fo i oil, Kirkbride said. to construct, he said, adding Ford-said Califano "made a
that Califajto should direct the
miff-smoking funds instead
"into' well-founded scientific




• If the nati ' on re gnon senergy problem ...who was the keynote speaker The. only reports dealing that was tune enough for a nrojiiise tq be fair when I and
other tobacco. state members
„ -*ace att9eIted as- vigorrnisly for the fifth -Energy Resource with th - -n hie= are from Middle East -war Or _anthe annoInents shortage of - Conte erice here Tiles& °se fective Arab oil embargo to uf Condrass-diacusaacl-, this
sponsored .by- :state Rep,. ,14,13ners.. - _ .
Buddy " Adams, D:Bowling, --The resolution,-passed 65 to weighing -the judgment ofGreen. 14, was sent to President those opposed to,tobacco along
geogreasianal -delegatiOn. itt`rfuTRY ,congreiii004-. eVence in thefailed to conomee..cOlifano of delegatiOn and Kentucky Gov.; Indictment • to - warrant ,on--the problems his cadipaign Julian Carroll, 
viction'could create for -Kentuckr ---Calltimo • was scheduled:lir fir*t to admitkick -off his campaign- today. t serious que.stIons persist
about tobacco," he said. "I
will-also be the first to say that
our_statehas made the proper,
logical 'response to finding
answers to the questions about
this crop, which is so very
, alio. litatiqn viritiansidustriaiiitar jo n edocuolies,_Y• t.j,lei4ptrii vote sector, Kirkbride
. - World War II, unemployment A  board of -private in- said.
  nties-are-e- ---rnifrAzisaisF-':-t-2--Vkg--9411100 In 1.4 •
- tring this country to its knees.
- . -1*-1-npiicront, a former federal • the, country to energy -MT.:7 tem and
lack the incentive for such an onir-'
York during the short black-"
Kirkbride seal,
science achnser sayV ' sufficiency, he said. — 
government workere.
The current work force in .._ "You've' got to eptch- People Undertaking, he said. - referring' to the riots andneeded to make the at the top of the industry," -Are ' there enough steet. -looting of last summer.country (seksufficient -in ( Kirkbride sant, adding thatintils and roller.millsrviii&wrhatts just . scratching the -energy production is onfy, Energy Secretary James "id. ,(Ar,:f there eneugh.... swiace of what would happenabout half what isneeded, said - Schlesinger 's academte-ittiii&ii- of —turbines,
former adviser to the Energy
Research and Development
administratioh.
Kirliblide, now a consulting
enguieeriii Washington, said a
national emergency plan
mobilizing the private_ sector
 Akeedet to, -eact&vely
combat the energy shortage.
"I. don't think the Depart-
ment of Energy is going to do
subject with him on Dec. 19."
"Yr-Woke-a-feeling lny=
fairness will-he-evitlent only-In-
the eyes. of the beholder, tri-;:
stead of on the firm ground of
ObaiLivALy  
"Not a day has- Anne byDr. Chalmer G. 'Kirkhride----- background dad not qualify generamrs and rubber to meet The Ames mountain chant of_ hasn,t been _ made .. . one.. 1,a
him to oversee such a project. -
"Schlesinger hasn't had any 
the demand? How Many shale South America is approximate- ar inothet.to 
destroy
 .1.. ail and coal gasification' plants l_y_t,5011.1nilesiong, has an av- source- re-al background in induatty,' 
thetOliaCCO ge said.are needed? What abotit the eragelieadth of 130 -Miles and
WIND CHILL FACTOR
WASHINGTON (AP) - Ev-
erybody talks about the wind
chill factor on cold wintry
mornings, but about tbe only-impOrlant- to :Xentuckjes
agricultural wellbeing." - - ---taindie up.
thing you can do about it is
• -_Ford cited the Tobacco The National Oceanic and At-
-
,wal_rns that in a wind of 203a specigl cigarette tax. whic
tas spent $18.5 Oil 4-411ime a'rh°". 25 degrees Fahr-enheit has the same effect ontobacco research since it was
Is..ninded in 197L-- ' the body as 3 below zero.P.eople. get cold, scientists say, because"lame the ea-rth is shaken of the heat loss the body suf-
fers. Since the heat loss isby tens of thousands of earth-
quakes each year, it is impos- fgeater when the wind issible to obtain a peeeilleteaoi_4_ stronger, the chances of frost-
the world's earthquakes, say bite and other coRrelated
scientists at the U.S, Geological • problems are greater when the




Colonial House Smorgasbordrailroads and envi- an average heig
he said. But these are people
who are trying to tell industry ronmentalists...?
ht of 12,000 "The Congress, on many 40(feet. Geographieally, it is di- -occasions, -has examined-
•'t _reports on the about conversion from
"It sounds better to talk vided into the Patagonian state of our actual scientific ^gas Andes -the Chilean, Bolivian knowiecige of the effects- of .4( And Invite Ev one,To Come By and Enjoy the Same Fir*
Goverrunen
what to do."
energ 3itt*It 41 I'?" 4nd oil willibut" Jelling how 















- Hand held, Tunable
Scanning Radii) with AC n
Converter. Scans 4 PS-VHF
(hi) Channels
Automatically scans any four
channels on the full Putrlie
Service frequency spectrum.-
And the scanning function' is
tunab19,_ No separate crystals
to buy.
• Individual channel controls for
tuning 4 separate PS-VHF (hi) frequen-
cies * No crystals required • Public
Serifts VHF (hi) Band coverage (150-
1-74 Wit) • Light Emitting diodes (LED)
-show scan - action • Manual 'Scan
control • Manual advance control
allows selection' of any individual
channel for tuning or monitoring'
- • Ely-pass switch on channel 4- allows
of zeliSUNEVIALIngreAM.
,such as Weather • Squelch cootrol
end Volume control • 212" dynamic
speaker • Operates on 6 "AA" size
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ritANKFORT, Ky. tAP)
prOpotial by the carman of
the • Kentucky House
AprWopriation-S---and iveflue
_Comma& could mead higher







--tegisiatioirte. tie _Kentucky's -
motor • fuels tai to . the .cOn-
amps price_ index._
-The Legislature should con-
sider allowing the tax to in-
. . Trgase to allow for inflation; -
-------+Ittrite---said-an-an-iaterview.
-Clarke proposed last month
_that his coiTunittee consider .
'making the gasoline tax a per-
' tentage of the price of.a gallon
"rt gas, instead of a flat 9-cent
Lx.
... However, he said he has de-
----.Ttded that changing -the
.07414is-
. _levied is - not politically
l7. Representatives of oil corn-
:panies said the percentage tax
• ould be discrirninatify, 
• ca--u-seitiain-s--that-Charffe-183---
for gas - primarily the self-
--ser_vice variety - would. pay .
less tax. Stations with full .
— Legal NOW"' -
The Annual Meeting of
Depseiters- _of - Security—
Federal Savings & Loan
Assoc. of May
MurrayTIC- vill-be-beid-at—
the offices of the
association locatedat 406 S.
7th Street, Mayfield, Ky. on
Wed., January 18, 197ff at
2:00 p.m. Security Federal
Savings &Loan Assoc.
• service - whose-- gas prices:
reflected triat -service, would
pay. more, Clarke said.
• He- said Revenue -Depart- -
ment officials told him the
percentage method would be a
"disaster to administer.'' -
Clarke said that under his




living: How often- the-tax- is-




director for the Revenue
Department,- .saidAhe La
road fund generally traits the
,general,furid in , its -rate of
growth because ' it doesn't
respond to inflation.
- "If we're going to maintain
the independence of the road
fund, we have to do some-
thing," he said in an.
....
If fees and taxes assessed
for the road fund do not meet
needs, the state would have to
dip into its general fund to
meet expenses. --
Tanner said that while the
motor vehicle usage tax re-
sponds to-inflation, because it
LS tied to the price of a new or
used Car, other fees do not be-
cause they are fixed. He cited
ttsernolxwfuebitaz-the.license;-
fee and the. operatorslicense
charge asexamPleS.
• Clarke said he is also draft- .
nig a bill that addresses the
question--how-to-take-car -
the road fund. His proposal
wo*. remove. the statuatory
exemption, from motor fuels
taxes enjoyed by coal trucks
and other transport- trucks
with capacity over 18,000
pounds that travel less than-50
miles.
The exemption was based on
the theory that- short-haul
transportation, takes place on
private roads, so_ that the
trucks shouldn't be required to
pay the state fuels tax,-Clarke
: In reality. be .44'1-:ctok:bncl,




He said the registration.#es
charged for large trucks is
another area that should be.
considered as a way of helping
to incr,ga,e the road fund._
"It's i1ILiii lhat-:the
people doing the damage
should pay rie he Said.
Clarke's' comments came in
an interview after a special
hearing on revenue forecasts
held -by -the Joint House and
Senate Appropriations and
Revenue Committee. : -




close to $200 million in each of
the next two fiscal years. The
_slates p--T wns are siniTtif-
to thoseMatfe the troth-
mit rv' n-
Sultant, University- of
-Kentucky economist- • Larry.
• Lynch,
Lynch and Tanner both said
they do not anticipate a
recession during the next two
years. but a "Btrisit___91
moderate growth for the-Sta.
• Clarke said the estimates of
new motley should not be
considered a windfall, since-
there are-still so many basic
needs to be met in the state.
PADUCAH, Ky. AP) — An 
discovered last year. •
utbreak of an influenza-like
11-1 has been -replwtëd in
western Kentucky, with as
-much as 5 percent of the
population of some counties
coming down. with thrillness,
'health officials Kt-T.
Two school systems ,.- in_
Paducah and Dawson Springs
- have been forced to close
because of the illness.
State health officials are
trying to isolate the virus
causing the influenza-like
sickness, but it may take a




have been reported in six
state, includin6- -Tennessee-
and Illinois.
According to officials at the
Center for Disease Control in
Atlanta, many of the cases
appear to involve the so-called





















variant of. the Type A-Hong
Kong_flu which struck- in-1968-
69. ..•
State and local- health, of-




Hernandez said -the illness-
appears foStrike people in the
35-to 50 year-old age range
first. However, school and
local health' officials said
many children also have been
contracting the influenza-like
es. -
Hernandez tat e_ _sym-
ptoms include 'big' fever,-
headache, dry cough
aching muscles. He said it
taket many people &week to
recover.
About 3,700 cases have been:
reported in the list two weeks
in Hopkins County, which is
equal to-about-5 percent cif the-
population, Hernandez said.
The 687-pupil Dawson
Springs .school system veis
forced to close Friday because
of the illness, said superin-
tendent John Ray.
"At the beginning of the day
(Friday), we had a principal,
a guidance counselor, five.
teachers anfl a secretary out
with the flue. Five more
feathers . and- 48 more-
youngsters got ill during the
morning, and we closed," Ray
said. -
The school system remained
closed this week because of
the weather, he said.
In the Paducah public
schools, 782 of 4,388 students
were absent from classes
Monday, and school officials
decided to call off classes
Tuesday and today because of
the absenteeism problem.
McCracken County health
officer Dr. Goodloe Sargent
said about 5 percent of his
county's population- had Come
down with the illness.
"We haven't reached a peak
yet," he said "I'm afraid-
we're faced _ with a reN
epidemic."
Hernandez said he had opt •
been aware of -the -high --
number of cases in
McCracken County,
MIXED IDENTITY
FIELD, Wis. (AP) -
Michael Matthew Carrick
are identical twins born June 5,
1976, whose parents have lost
track of their identity.
To tell them apart, their par-
ents, Robert and -Mary Ann
Carrick, had special- silver
charms with the name of .each
twin pinned_ to their. clothing.
"As time went by, we started
  losing the- ehaFmk!-L-Car-riek
said. -Some broke off'. We for-
""got to piirthem on sometimes."
The Carricks asked _ the
Greenfield Police Deparent
if it could determi 
im
ne who was
who by using the footprints tak-
en of the twins at birth at the
hospital.
The authorities tried, but re-
ported that they 'couldn't deter-
mine the correct Identity be-
cause of the poor quality of the
footprints taken at the hospital.
". "From new en, the one
think is Michael now is going to
be Michael and the one we
CO. think is Matthew will, be known
as Matthew, and we are going
.:14-41t- it%1)%2t
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Last Week's Geri Ahart
Molder; Dexter
• .6.-rme•-•
PAIL L.A TNt 8Witlt&T, Ky., LOGIII & TIMM Wedeesda9,










Ledger &Times Sports Editor
Murray High began its
defense of its Class A Regional
track championship Tuesday.
The star of the meet, which
ref het& in the Murray High
_4 School gymnasium; was high- jtiWperWUhe
' Actually, it really wasn't a
track meet, though it did
resemble one. What it was,
believe it or not,- was
basketball but Perry did
broad jump and bier jump as
he ledfhe Tigers to a 96-03 win
over Wingo.
Cleaning the boards for 16
rebounds, driving the lane and
hitting from outside, perry
easily came through with the
top performance of his career
eewwwwwirwww
, • •
SUPER SMOOTH - Steve McClure, a super smooth 6-0 het-
shot for Wingo, sails in for two of his 22 points. McClure was
deadly from the long-range and played • standout game when
he went to the inside. Defending for Morrpy istd Harcourt.




SPARKPLUG - Junior Ord Mei' Sims, who Mst began
playing this semester, came off the heath and proved to be a
sporkplug. Here, he fires up a shot from far out while Nicity
Swift (S0) and Jeff Skaggs (20) heed toward the basket.
Kelvinator Appliances
You Taira No Chances When You
Trade WV,
-Hodge & Son Inc.
- II father and son operatioe, aa-salesates -
salary to pay. We are building our business.:
ea'sertice. It will pay you to SEE US For Ap- z
0 pliances or TV's Sales Service




LOUISVELbE, Ky. (AP) -
It was almost unanimous for
Lexington Henry Clay., which_
took over the top .slot in the
first Associated Press high
school basketsball poll of the
( MURRAY LEDGER lk ,TIMES
- Hillman Lyons Set To
Undergo Surgery Friday
were," IdtwraY coach Carr- .'-xturrarharlivici--tithers ttr "We wanted ta run against
because we had more depth, Frank Gqdm was checked to several rtinies' we tried tn 
Lyons, a native-of Murray, Ky., was hired in October as
we wanted to run with them j and yroward Boone added- score wnen the 
opportunity general manager of the American Association 
team. He was
and it looked more like a track 10. yet wine°, claws 26 lea wasn't there. 
-stricken with chest pains Dec. 11 while returning from
meet," Miller added, 
baseball's winter convention in Honolulu, then entered an
It began as a sprint race as andthe 
attack
MwhicCtireChreat Oarithadvh.l'ee"PerrYever sie
n hadbite play and s: Evansville hospital the next day.
Winga, held a 54-50 halftime 22 and Jeff Baker •15. 
did wfigori. sires was really an "I didn't have a heart attack, only an 
aggravation of the
We loafed around a little 
inspiration ip. the comeback. • heart," said Lyons, who left the 
hospital on Dec. 29. "But it is
lead and ended up as a
too much in the third quarter 
He got -in there and got us- . best to have this surgery, ev
en though I don't like the idea of
marathon with the two teams
slowing down after the mid-
in and it got too far out of hand,"way point but kicking
toward the end. The result was Wadlingthn said. 
We are
one of the most interesting and 
basically a senior ballclub and
wildest games a fan could 
for some reason, nobody
McClure would soar in and
season. ----above everyone while on other'
RenrrGaYeollectod'lii-firs8--occasions,-- he would hit
place ballots and a total of 140 nothing but net from 25 feet.
Points to bk-lit-otit- Sheitrf--WW1 the Indians lost a 98-84
C,ourity.for the No. 1 ranking homecourt decision a week
Tuesday in the poU of sport- ago Tuesday to-Calloeay
swriters 'arid sportscasters. County, McClure did not, play.
Louisville Ballard was rated "Beforethat game, he'd had
third in the balloting: five consecutive games in
Two unbeaten/ - teams, svhich he'd scored 20 points or
want to see. 
wanted to take charge, which
Wingo came into the gam
e unusual for us. all of our
in fairly good shape, minus starters - had 20-point
games at least once during the
11 junior guard Scott Tucker
who may be out for the season season.
and also without one of the top "The fact Eric Stewart (6-2
reserves, Scott Green who was center) had four fouls in the'
out with a back injury, first half really hurt us. But
However, the Indians had the thing that beat us was
Steve McClure back in the Murray's depth. We were
lineup and the 6-0 jack-in-the- concentrating on stopping Ed
box gave an incredible per- Harcourt and Gilliam arid
formance. hadn't planned -on Pesiii
Wilson coming through the
Showing superior mobility, way they did.
-We think we are as fast as
anyone but Cary's club really
gets up and down the floor ftio.
He must be taking them up in
the mountains of eastern
Kentucky on the weekends,"
Wadlington quipped.
Miller said his plan was to
runes much and as long as his
Owensboro Apollo and 
team could, relying on his
more. At Christmas, he was
Covington Holmes,_ were .earrying a_,571 average from 
depth and hoping Wingo would
tire,, out.
People really got to seeplaced fourth and 
fifth while the floor and he's been our
.the Louisville Invitational Murray came out and scored
Tournament Jan. .19-21. The rour _jilts of the
others are Hen6 Clay, Shelby 444°4 4 rs'.second half and tied the game
County, Ballard, and Frank. at 54.
fort, still undefeated after 11 . Wingo led 62-56 after just
starts. . over thren minutes had gone
The--t&team by in the *second half. And
also includes Somerset and Ntgat!s. where- the game
nine other Jefferson County changed. Kim Sims, who
teams,- 
in ad54ti...__°n W „,......Ballard" came oft the bench -and
They are /wrens, - meows. the Tigers, ripped in
*Jefferson, DeSales, Stuart,-,'- then Perry hit two
Butler, Doss, Trinity, consecutive power drives and
Waggener and St. Xavier. Murray had tied, the game at.
 LOUISVILLE, ky: (AP) - 62 apiece With 4:01 left.
Here are the voting break- Taking a beautiful,., assist
downs and records of teams in from senior guard Billilson,
the first Associated Press high Frnak Gilliam gave the Tigers
school basketball poll of the their first lead of the half by
season: hitting on a break and Murray
Kentucky Top 19  vteM up 64-62.
- By The Asseelated-Prest- - - By-the -end- -ot-the qua
1. Lex Henry Clay 10-1 (10) the Tigeis led 74-66.
140 The lead soared to 15 points
- '2. Shelby Co,. 10-2 {3) 131 at 15.70 with 4:32 left before
.. 3, Lou 'Ballard 10-2 102 Wingo made a valiant charge
• 4. Apollo 134 (2) 99 which fell short. In fan, with
5. Coy. Holmes 9-0 62 six seconds left, the Indians
1. Lex Lafayette 74 62 stole the ball but couldn't
7. 'Frankfort 11-0 34 convert on the break and
8. Bryan Station 8-3 38 threw it away, sealing their
9. Mayfield 8-2 24 _ fate, _
10. Virgie 12-1 18 It was a razzle-dazzle, N,BA-
as he fired in 33 points in the type of game. Bill Wilson, who defense. In the third quarter,
victory, which ended a three- scored 21 points and easily where %ye held them to 12
"We feel we are as quick as career, picked up seven i or defense as we've played all
we played as fine asgame Murray losing streak. pia\ ed the best game of his Points,
anyone in the First Region," eight beautiful assists in the year:As-Tor as the end of the
Wingo --coach Wayne ;conies and . &ma. _w44,,,,par.. game when the came 
back on
Wadlitosi tiaid.0 ticidarly impressive with his us, we just didn t have enough ,,.
"We knew how quick they leadership. patience.
Miller said. And we felt, dabble figura, leading scorer their pressure at tisa  
eiwt but A%. record as a ballplayer can tie superstitious.
Yalsa-sorne- --west Kentucky




foquioartede7" saldmoving-The exceptuit flolr thwaeslasrte.alfewly
Wadlington added. minutes when we kind of got
However, neither McClure sionnv _mu_ op °mow attd
or 5-8 hard-nosed guard Lyle def;rn'se.
Clapp, who came through with „But fiviiietg:et down. _.'on our
26 points to pace the Indians, 
cougledrs ma. eht. the depth of then
Millee-glijW-Ir' different
people in the game and both
coaches agreed the fact
Murray had so much depth
waslhe main difference in the
4 -record; Moved into the
sixth slot. _
Rounding out the top ten, in
order, are Frankfort, Bryan
Station, Mayfield and Virgie.
Henry Clay, now 10.1 for the
year, picked up 10 first place
ballots anda total of 140 points
to edge out Shelby County,
with 131 points. Shelby County
1.1-111-2111t me Mason:- - • -
Ballard, also 10-2, did not re-
ceive any first place votes but
picked up enough points to nip





1" streak ingojec128-72 at the end of
and Holmes is-9-0. They are . . - lost
•.
the first penod and never
almng ihe six t°Plirldled 
AP lead in the half, though
teams that Will be playing in they were tied once at 33.
  ..4-0 4 8
- 5 8 4 15 •
moving," Miller added.
Wingo drops to 9-6 with the
loss and if they did not have
the injury problems, they
could be 12-3 - or -even better.
And as the season wears on,
the Indians are definitely
going-to be a- tinin to watch.
Also, Tucker could be back by
tournament time. He had an
operation for a bone chip on
his knee cap just three weeks"
ago and if he were to return,
the Indians could give
Mayfield some serious
problems in the Third District
Tournament.
- :Meanwhile, the Tigers boost
their record to 6-5 and will host
the tall and talented Cardinals
Friday night. Murray has won
Its last four meetings with the
Cardinals but Mayfield will
probably be heavily Wart 
EVANSVILLE, Ind. (AP) - Hillman Lyons, general
manager of the Evansville Triplets baseball team, willorr
dergo open heart surgery on Friday the 13th. And he's putting
his trust in his doc,tors, not rabbit's EMI „
"Having this surgery on Friday the 13th doesn't bother me -






Clapp s  es, --to Denver (which currently ia_aa Americarr•As
soc.iation
mum, • I 3
Skaggs 6626
Totals X 21 n. a -
Mee
 9 4 4 22
7 mu
not being able to, do anythingfOr six weeks afterward. There. --
is so much to do, but the doctors insist I can't go back tea
quickly."
Lyons said that tests showed the arteries on the left side of.,
his heart were not functioning properly.
"&e was 95 percent closed out, the other 90 percent closed
out. The arteries on the right side are open and in good shape.
So I was getting-Thiipoltent Mend 'flow orilMi-dgfitlildetill--
only 85 percent of the left side. If! went without surgery, I
don't know what would happen." -
"My-doctors say there is no -damage tOnefires-Of'dieheart,
and they say this operatIon is not a rarity.-They intend to taker° •
an artery out of my leg, the right leg, I think, and make
bypass." • - • -...„
"I feel good about this operation," Lyons said. "The
cardiat unit is excellent ( at Deaconess Hospital), as good as
-in Indianapolis or anywhere else. I have full confidence in my
doctors, no reservations about having 'em cut on me."
Lyons has not been idle since his Dec. 29 discharge.
"I've been in the office a couple times the past week,
putting our scorecard together,-What we need now is
somebody to helP.'Chuck Mart)* (the assistant general
manager) sell the ecorecard."
"We're kind Of in limbo right now, waiting to see how
Oakland situation turns out. They've got Charlie Finley -
backed against a wall out there, but I imagine they'll reach
some kind of agreement for the Giants to split their schedule
"between San Francisco and Oakland and for the A's to move
'But until that is settled, all we can do is wait. Our league
tafnat
ft -pi can't even dray'', up a schedule...American League attorneys
itittaecoelli
ic-Usei, -eyes-on everythirig ifiSt were iv upeven-a
.... : . . ...1•5 4
Perry 14 5 3 U
Taylor 0 1 00
Bradshaw  2 3 3 7
Bocne. 5 0 4 10
Wilson__ ....... „  8 5 2 21
Sims 0 4 6
Swift  0 0 1 0
'Totals 40 16 75 96
Wingo a 26 12 27-90
Murray 72 X 24 23-96
tentative schedule including Quo, Cities (which 'might get
- Denver's Trtiile-A franchise), those attorneys would argue
that we had intentions of going there regardless of what
happened with the A's."
"And it might weidien our case Ter Ind& tiiiilies wllisithi
A's take over the Denver terrtterii We might not wind-
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2 Wide Fiberglass Belts
All Polyester Cord Body
'Just Say tharge It'
WHITEWALLS
$32 $37











No traDo needed No trade needed
$43 $46
3Ser•FM13-, Sin 11714-15
whitewall plus . whitewall plus
$2.74 F E.T. . $3.01 F.E.T.
No trade needed' No trade flooded
- -
Use any of these 7 other ways to buy. Our Own Customer Credit Plan • Master Charge
• Banklimeritard • American Express Money Card • Carte SWIM • Diners Club • Cash
11.111=0)
I Goodyear Revolving Charge Account
11PIPIE. 












plus S1.82 F E.T.
No trade needed.
Many other sizes
now low priced too!
`Custom Weacr New Car Radials...
The Strength Of Steel, The
Smoothness Of Polyester.
BR78-13 whitessal,
PlUS Wt 99 F E T
ancLnId t,r e
WHITEWALLS








slut Oa ICI •
Deftwel Frost Disc :nstall new front
disc pads • Resurface ahd true ro
tors • Repack front wheel bearings
_and install new (resat seats • I&
'Wed calipers and hydraulic 
system
• Add fluid and road test car
OW
4411111411 Srs: install new linings
all 4 whites • Reface brake drums
• Repeal front wheel bearings and
install new.(.... seals • Check















• We inspect all cooling sys
tern noses and engine fan belts
• We recommend replacement




Yost us I son+, foreign
.ars treepending on maliet
IMPROVES TIRE MILEAGE,
HANDLING, MakteNTROL
• Inspect and rotate all 4 tires •
Adjust caster camber I toe-in to
manufacturers specifications • In-
spect steering and suspension
rOMponelliS • ROJO test Can • El
nudes front-wheel driee cafi
900bYEAR SERVICE STOIB
Store Mem 7:30 A.M. wig 600 P.M. 060y - ON* 'Mei slatil a:0010-4IL -._ - 
My. T. Towels Mgr. E. Witte '' Mgr. 1.9. Sham
315 W. Broadway 600 Jefferson 1008.Stateline
' Mayfield, Ky. Paduc y. • - Tani; Ki. I-
6 cyt cyl
• Price includes parts and tabor
64 leas for electroniwgnition
..... SAS, ;IVES FAST
STARTS IN AMY WAINER
• Electronic engine. starling
and ckarging system analysis • In
still new (Mints, plugs. condenser
• Set dwell and time engine to
specifications • Adjust carburetor
tor fuel economy • Cars with air
conditioning $2 more • Includes






_ By FBANr -----:-Miter-aeeing•NotrilDsane'sAP Sports Writer- record drop to 7-3, fightingCall it revenge for San Irish Coach Digger Phelps feltFrancisco. Center Bill Cart- that might change.wright did. . "Personnel-wise," he said.After the Dons had upset "San Francisco is as good asfifth-ranked Notre Dame 79-70 any_tearn we've faced this--Tuesday flit* Cartwrii5Fyear. If they keep their headsWas willing to admit that, yes,- and play like they did tortitht,- there teas- a motive other hall -they can beat Tinybody in thevictory involved. country."'
It goes back te last March 5,-
when the Dons were riding a
29-game winning 'streak and
cruising atop the college bas-
ketball rankings. That:‘
Saturday at South Bend,
the Fighting Irish upset San
_ Francisco 93-82 for the only,
blemish an the Dons' regular
season recordbefore Nevada-
Las Vegas beat them in the
first round of the NCAA Far
West regional.
This game was a little bit
revenge," said Cartwright,
"and a little bit to prove we're
among_the top teams in the
conn-fry.!1.--
San Francisco had been
ranked 191k.bli. this seasons
poll untiljst week, when they
drop the ratings.
The beat Mitre Dame with
a strong rebounding effort,
pulling down 39 to 25 by the
Irish.
_ "Notre EfatiseU so big and
strong, we had to have a,great
sustained effort by everybody
Olt the boards," explained San
Francisco Coach Bob GiThard
ifter- the. -Dons- raised • their
WON to ,10-4.
Cartwright and James
Hardy hauled in nine rebounds
each, and Doug Jemison and
Winford Boynts had eight
each. '
Jemison also sc_ored three_tlyibe 52,4egree temperatnitreeil can't get up here," a spokes-
half spurt which capped a 16-2
baskets in.th-e-I0-noitit- set-ond--- 
on bas co a
run and carried Sari Francisco 
person said.
_Cincinnati 's  TENNIS
to victory. Cartwright led NEW YORK - World„ "`"'"It was as cold-as I've ever- Tennis Magazine has rankedDons scorers 'With 20 points
• :
Dave Corzine scored 26
points and Joe Ponsetto added
25 to help DePaul overcome a
career-high 28-point per-
formance by Ken Harmon and
down Eastern Michigan.
Oliver Mack started an 18-2
streak and led the scoring with
-26 points as Eastern Carolina
ovtyposiered St. Peters:' Penn'
while- Willianis- had 17 for
the Irish.
Elsewhere in games in-
volving ranked teams, No. l9
Cincinnati defeated St. Louis
66-55 and No. 20 DePaul beat
Eastern Michigan 91-83.
Meanwhile, Rutgers bested
Williem & Mary 79-71, Prince-
ton downed Seton Hill 70•61%----
Penn blasted The Citadel 103- scared the first 13 points of theTs and ast-car-orria-astfrAtine-arar-Kaveir-MeDonaid -
St. Peters, 90-77. _ . ied tha...wiywith, 18 points as
Gaillard says he expectskis the Ivy Ltitaude leaders
team to reach full stride in crushed The 
l
about IA days, and Coach Gale Frank Stiwinski scored 21 T
Catlett of Cincinnati feels the pointi to lead Princeton pan'
same way. After Cincinnati •Seton Hall in the teams' &St
raised its record to 10-3 brineetint in -.31 years. J
beating St. Louis, Catlett said, Bailey scored a career-high 43
-My goal all year has been for- -Points-- and- collected- • -
our team to peak between the rebounds to lift Rutgers oyee
middle of January and the end William & Mary.
of the month. We're pretty Cornell's scheduled visit to
close to that schedule." the University of Rochester
But
v was postponed for a week "be-t eaching a. 
win erlS 
• cause of the weather. Cornell
seen a basketball game -Guillermo Vitas of Argentinaplayed," said Billikeria' Coach the No. 1 men's player in theRon Coleman; "bat ft was the world for 1977.
same for both teams. It was The magazine said its selec-
just ton cold for basketball." tion was based on Vilas'---The St. Louis shooting was record of21 tournament• - equally frosty. The Billikens victories, • including tbeieored 'just six points in the French and 'U.S. chant-last nine minutes. pion ships.
-
- •
IIIGN UP FOP TWO - Howard Boone (41) of the Tigers goes
high over Chris Clark (34) of Wingo for two of his 10 points.
Boone scored eight points in the first half before getting into
some foul trouble.
MST GAME - Will. Perry, who hod the best game of his
career, drives the middle cattlirepares to pump up this chef. -
Perry was simply awesome as he fired in 33 points and grab--
bed down 16 rebounds.
Take A Shot




hooting for bigger profits? Aiming io
get the most impact from your selling •
message? There's just one place that will
get •yOur Message across and won't
make b *Wing-with-your advertising dol-
tars ... the riewspaper! Your, ads will be
spotted by oUr entire circulation', . : that
alone can trigger a faster response ...
and-the cost is tOW! Put your selling mes-
sage.% work forlou ... in the newspaper!





Ail feature hardened, tem-
pered, high carbon steel
blades and shock resistant




Constant heat output —
economical, safe. 26.7 fl.





Give a new look to your bathroom Thts sant to
styled for economy and burabiltry Moldhe




*Safer, longer lasting, more reliable Pipe
Freeze Protection.
•Regulates its own heat output.
Won't overheat-even when overlap-
ped. Needs no thermostat. Use it on any
pipe-even plastic.
*Cut it to any length.
•Precut lengths of Frostes II are
packaged in handy kit form.
LAVATORY FAUCET
Crystal-look single handle controls
flow and temp. 07/84501_ 18 97
With Drattr:117/94S2 . . „ 24.11
Great Insurance For
Power Failure,
Take Care of Your Heating
and Cooling
Cut Futit Bills-
By Cutting Hee Loss
for hot and cola pipes
HUT LOSS-
• PREVENTICONDENSATION -
Don't pay for hoot you can't upal Keep both holt .
and cold in the ppe where they_belong_Sbp on
Eslon pipe insulation to prevent heat from escap-
ing from hot water pipes mim,inate the mess W-
and vveter pipe sweating. _ - -_ -
0.5 issibiedismiliiMtv. Noivasssilstis Solon is
made lo withstand envireinmimbil -ccinditions.ottier
insutations lust tan't take Temperatures as high
es--titO•F won't affect It .wateccan'tmakert
decay Even grease, paint, solvents and chemicals
don't affect its long wear
IDEAL FOR ALL PLUMBING, HOT WATER-





shelves, butt hinge and
snap catch. 11" x 16" x
4". 07/3.
Kitchen Fames! W/O Spray
Single lever control Chrome-plated
Without spray 07/87501 11.117
With Sassy. 43117511........ _21.87
25' TROUBLE LIGHT
NEW! 3.47
aright rver for car and plumb
*repass. Ott fir Impact vinyl
—Pere and sweet hook 75 ft
orange cord With went* Ut
betted. 01/241
1-
Mille. THERMOMETER - -
What, trans)uctart plastic: 7%'."—Mrith •,brackets Tahrenhert scab! t431301 
.
rheum -1 N
fo‘r-all your plumbing supplies go PC your
True Value Hardware Store
Ledge Mount Kitchen faucet
Stainless steel over brass body Renew
able valve and seals. Fits most sinks
Dual controls' 07/80C
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State To Take Look At
Re Shirting Practices
• FRANKFORT,- K. i Al?) —
The -stole- 43o48d:of F,linnon-
, nary and Secondary Education
wants to -know hbw prevalent
is the practice of red shirting
• junior high school students in
.ari effort to give them a later
advantage • in high school
.athletics. was.
Etieent articles ill the Padirt___Forgynated many ctivfores
cal Sun-Democrat about such.aight benefit from 814•Aild,
. practices in-western Kentmcky•--4litimaaLxiar..11,141QC___
ALISAilizurre_ntly does
members anuesday's ipecial not allow junior high schools •
- nieeting.and they asked Toin to be inemberi and Pogue
Mills, conuOssioner of the wondered if the association
Kentucky High School Alhieht- should be expanded to cover., t,
_ look into . the - them_ , . .
situation for them.* Mills said that if junior high
. ...•We-haye.to address this is- . school ath/P_tics are to be con-,
sue if it is true," board Chair- trolled, his organization would
man HenryPtigue said. am he. the logical vehicle.
oonvtnced it must be a- However, he said he 'would—
practice in 'westerri-Xentucky need a greatly expanded staff
at' least and it does demand 'since there are many, more
attention and correction." . junior high schools than high
_ MilLs agreed such red shirt- schools.
'big's going on in other parts of- - The board Tuesday granted
• the state, but he did not know. Mills' request for an extension
how widespread it is.. of the deadline for imPlement-
- - The board "asked Mills to- - ing-ctianges to allow-dIFterti-•
survey his member schools tied school personnel, instead
. and report back at it next ,Of just high.' school principals,
.regular meeting in March. to serve on The KHSAAts
. Red shirting involves governing bodies.
holding an athletically The changes were ordered
promising otudent back one by the state board in Sep-
year in school to give him a tember, .partially to give
lattr -physical advantage' in women a greater opportunity
high school, to serve on the governing
Mills said the KHSAA's car- ,bodies. '
rent age limit of 19 has some The changes were due Jaft-
effect on keepingred shirting 1, but the board agreed to
dawn ,äi1 MIKA an extension -exterid-thedeadliirp-Ttily
731 tbe-51016Clatidn's- ellgibtlYty " 1. •
rule would probably answer a
great deal of the problem.
Students now have eight se-
rnetters of eligibility alter
they enter the ninth grade and
Mills said that could be ex-
tended to 12 -semesters for
udei entertng-the seventh
grade. •
However, Mills warned-such -
a move might encourage red
shirting: in the . elementary
regulatiOn for hiding ucb
procures 
Lawrence Forge; -Louisville
attorney who represents the
.state Council of Higher
Education as a non-voting
member on the board,





Ballard Mem 73 Fulton- Mt




counsel Ed Fossett Said he felt
the board could handle the








Corbin 79 Lynn Camp 59
DaWWIL .__Springs 84
Providence §,9
 Dayton 95 Ludlow 55
•Erlanger Lloyd' MI Dixie
Heights Al
Fancy Farm 48 Farmington
43
Frankfort 94 Eminence 65
Hickman Co 60 Carlisle Co
58
Laurel Co 102 Knox Co 54
Livingston Cent 78 Union Co
60
Lyon Co 92 Crittenden Co 67
Marshall Co 65 St Marys 61
Sympsonia 62 Lowes 61
Todd Cent 83 Russellville 76
PHOTO
SPECIALS
CIL' 0- 714 3̀/44. Ai .1.1101 .14.
' '3041/4e....0. • At ,,.G,..
5x7 COLOR,= 
Eniargcmcnt c
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gelatine substitutes. Attracts and heaithfinii































-11-e-c-eFaree- enibro i der t.:sta --ffan-c--TAbirc
straight from the tube . ..., without a brush.







Ten 5" x 3 7/8" decorated






pero Dress bag 24"x
• 54*- 8r mitt air24x 





Scissor assortment for all cutting
purposes. Choose from 7".„-bent and
straight trimmer, —6'T-fall-purpose-
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- Given Away Each Week
Register each time you
are in the store for the
$100 given away each week
This Week's Mrs. Buel Stalls
Winner: Murray, Ky.
•Nothing to Buy •No Cards To Punch •All You Do Is
Register Each Time You Are In The Store Drawing Wed-
nesday at 8:00 p. m. New Contest Starts Thursday
Morning.
ees of Parkera and their Families not eligible to win •Adidt,
,nly ma y-ferster .You do not have to be presentito win
lib Can
With this Coupon
Offer zpirea 1-18-75 
, Offer Exptres 1-18-
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By Helen Price Stacy time at Swan Lake." Though Writer Shirley Rhea said a
WICKLIFFE, Ky. — The termed a lake, according to spectacular accomplishment
marker in the Wickliffe conunins, the body of water of area wildlife management *
courtyard in Ballard County was named Swan Pond by was the increase in population 4(
sayA the Nunky. was named ini_livtabon., '--,- of the Canada Goose. In the :: .
1842. for Capt.- Bland Ballard early. 1840s approximately * .
• who was born in Virginia in 75,000 Canada Geese were 4
1759, came to Kentucky, -in inventoried in the area called *
- —1779, died in 1853 and is buried theMiSsiStippiFlyilliy,biat by I: —
_ in Frankfort cemetery. He 1975-76, the count had in- *
- -devoted his life to protecting creased to over 760000.'
the frontier.
Ballard countians continue
to protect their homeland and
at the same time are
proviciingan outdoor paradise
for now and for those yet to
come. Sports people, hikers,
those who fish, hunters in-
cluding those who hunt for the
beautiful should write now to
The Advance-Yoeinan, Box 8,
Wickliffe, Ky: for the special
supplement that recently
accompanied the- weekly -
newspaper.
Editor Mike Magee and
other writers put together a
32-page section of the
newspaper so filled with in-
formation that it is to outdoor
people what the seed catalogs
are to gardeners. Reading
'about Swan lake Wnpld.catine'
General Assembly May Adopt Permanent Rules This Week 4' -
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AE') —
The House and Senate are ere.
pected to adopt permanent
rules for the 1978 spssion this
week; and indications are that
the rides will remain basically
the way the administration-
controlled leadership wants
them. ,
A challenge by Sen. Lowell
Hughes, 1)-Ashland, to change
the Senate rules failed to win
wide acceptance in a Demo-
sending it to the floor or back Hughes said would make the
to another committee for • Sinate rifles conform to the
consideration. constitution, by allowing any
• The Rules Committee ,rpember to call up a bill for
serVeSas a traffic Cop-, routing -coriSideraticin • by the full
legislation to the membership Senate if not reported out in a
for a_ 'vote. reasonable time by Arcorri-
However, the caucus mittee.
rejected Hughes' proposal to Under existing roles, a
prohibit the Rules Committee member must present a
from recommitting a bill to a petition signed by five
committee other than the one members and gain approval of
that considered it originally, a constitutional majority to
erotic caucus Tuesday,----- Recommitting a bill to a dif-- 431k1iarge' frorp---com-
The caucus .approved one-- ferent Committee is seen by mittee. 
•
11.
  legislators as a way. - Hughes Said leadership in-
allow the Senate Rules Corn- delaying or killing legislation dicated that the Rules Com-
mittee to hord a bW Only five- not supported by leadership. mittee needed the authority it
-day! _instead of the 10 The- Cat-kits' tirki fairedlo ap- —has under existing rules 0-




Lake Area Of Western Kentucky
undesireable bills. meanwhile, Sen. Mike Mob- call up any bill for  considera-
He said he was "totally dis- ney, 1)-Lexington, -asked for ti013. , •
appointed'.'. kt the caucus ac- an attorney general's opinion' ., Richardson said the House
tion. , "'Tuesday on the con- has an adequate mechanism 
- Me agreement to cut down—stitutionality of the senate rule for calling out dills. He said if
on the amount of time the requiring a member to submit a member cannot get 25 repre-
Rules Committee can hold a a petition and obtain majorits, sentatives to sign a petition
bill doesn't represent a signin- approval before he is able to asking for a bill to be dis-
cant change, he said, since the discharge a bill from corn- charged from committee, then
Rules Committee still has the mittee. it's probably not worth consid-
option of recommitting a bill In the House, Rep. Steve ering on the floor.
to another committee. lieshear, 1)-Lexington, said he Richardson said he agreed
Senate Majority Leader would ask the House with Beshear's proposal to al-
Tom Garrett, D-Paducah, said I )erilocratic caucus to approve low any pending motion to he
the rules- recommended by some proposed rules changes,- 74t lcrought to -an immediate vote
leadership were necessary to similar to those proposed in _ at the close of the 30-minute
the orderly and effective the Senate. period allotted for motions,
operation of the Senate. House Majority Leader petitions and communications
He said he opposed the rule llobbr Richardson, D- - at the end of each session-:• -
change to allow any member Glasgow, and House Speaker . Kenton said he wouldn't
to discharge a bill froma,com- . William Kenton 13-Lexington, 'mind opening up the Rules
mittee because it would said they are opposed to Committee to the public and to
bypass the committee system. prohibiting the Rules Corn- television reporters, but
He said present rules are mittee from ,recornmitting' a Ftichatthen said he was tin-
compatible with the con- bill to another committee be- decided, because television
stitution because they provide-, cause that often serves _ a coverage of the Rules Com-
e orderly process by -which - useful purpose. mittee [night promote ex-
. _
bills can be taken from Both said they are opposed, - tended speech-making by
conunittee. ... - • (b allowing a representative to members. -- •
• •
< • .. -r
SPACE,SKATEBOARDERS — Men in costumes of the
Imperial Troopers from the movie "Star Wars," try their
luck on skateboards at the 29th Harrogate International
toy fair in England to open the show.
The big pond covers about
600 acres, surrounded by 1,000-
year-old cypress trees seven-
feet thick and is dear to the 81-
year-old. So loving of pond and
lakes Is Curninins that he once
turned down a fine farm of-
fered him at a bargain
because the land had no pond
or lake.
The Ballard County Game.
Refuge, an area always
frequented by geese and
lucks, has through proper
development including certain
restrictions become home to,
many waterfowl.' Develop-
Ment d11 n6t- conie easy; for
One writer explained- his
way of easing hardships of *
duck hunting. He had, he said, *
done his share of walking
through cocklebur fields, *
huddling near a4ree or stump,*
or waiting in_a muddy corrfr
Tield — and he would do it *
again if necessary. Give his *
"rathers,'_" he would opt for a
big `blind with soft seats, *
Waterproof, a stove -and a 4(
.ther-e- were lands to acquire in 'recipe- book` and a place to 1(
addition to selling county snooze "when action slows:"
people on the idea that The supplement gives high-,...*
"providing a cafeteria for way directions, hunting rules;.
ducks and geese" througlr:-history of the area with its .1,r̀:-
proper management would ancient buried city of a lost 4-
put the section about on par .civ.ilization, a true story about .4(
with Illinois"Horg bird...,d0g, and 1.
said to be the goose hunting - William Cullen Bryant's "To ;
,capitalni,the.U. S. A Waterfowl."
'4(people like Eastern Kentucky_ 1r
Piatt to rush to his map and Consumers Spendsportsman-writer G. Sam - '1(
.. Mark the quickest trail * -
westward!
. There are many lakes in the M
area of the Ohio River and a ore Earnin g s 0
seaion of the Mississippi in *
Western Kentucky where, in *
. 
_ dy Shows'and Shawnees on a hunting1810, John James Audubon Fuel, Stu 
trip discovered beautiful Swan
Lake. A .writerin_, The
Advance-Yileinan said these
early visitors found hundreds
of swans. "For years Swan
Lake was known as a fishing
and hunting paradise."
Joe Cummins is 81, owner
and developer of the lake and
still enjoys trips in the out-
doors. "When I was 15 I used
to ride in here on horseback
and hunt and fish and trap. Me
and my dog Joe Joe (Labrador




The New Concord Adult
Farmer and Lynn Grove Adult
Farmer classes of Calloway
County will begin Jan. 16 and
- -Jan..-- 17 respectively -at' the-
Murray Area Vocational
Education Center at 7:00 p.m.
Each class will meet once
each week for ten weeks to
discuss various aspects of
agriculture. Class topics were
selected by an advisory
committee made up of officers
from all classes.
Attention will be focused on
farm management and crop
production. Corn and soybean
production will be discussed
along with the use of proper
soil testing and fertilizing for
these crops.





taxes, and.shop facilities most
needed by the farmer.
Interested persons are in-
vited to enroll in the class of
their choice. There will be no
tuition charge. Classes will be
conducted by Johnnie Stock-
dale, adult vocational
agriculture teacher.
Officers of the New Concord
class are Bobby Wilson,
president; Ike Albritten, vice-
president; and Pat Wilson,
secretary. Officers of the
Lynn Grove Class are: Henry
Arnistrpng, president;• Mask
. Paschall, vice-president;.and
•-Terry Wo, • '
WASHINGTON (AP)
Consumers will shop more typical CU-sterner is a
selectively this year as they—more- practical-shoppoc who
spend more and more of their
earnings on fuel, the federal
_government predicts.
The rising costs of home
heiting and running a car
may cut into sales of new





energy costs that absorb an
ever-growing share of dis-
posable income have already
had a sobering effect on many
Americans.
"Recent small annual sales
gains for apparel stores and
no longer regards shopping as
an enjoyable experience,"
wrote Marvin J. Marguilies, a
consumer goods specialist.
"The longer term outlook
envisions a quality-conscious
consumer, with: greater
financial demands made on
personal income and major
buying decisions subjected to
Inere—stringent--.examination
than ever before," he said.
Clothing ,merchants suf-
fered last year "with blue
jeans price wars, import
restrictions, Tristreated
sleepwear,_.adverse__weather,
an often casually dressed
more conservative clothing—president and slowmoving
purchase patterns may mean merchandise."
similar restraints later in Although men's vested suits
other sales areas,'' the report...and tailored clothing are a
said. - well,../the report sa*,
Shoppers increased their retailers are finding the *
cluthing budgetsan average of leisure suit is losing its *
--ordy_t percent last year, al- popularity. 
though spending 10 percent In women's clothing, sales *
more on -retail purchases in were weak last year, partly
general, the report said. because there was little. *
For 1978, the report
predicted clothing expenses
will rise an average 6 percent, WKMS To Carry
matching the projected
growth in retail prices. Retail
sales in general are expected
to rise 10 percent this year.
As for cars, it said "higher
energy costs and continuing
inflation are expected to cause
consumers to allocate larger




Verdi's popular opera en-
titled "II Trovatore" will be IL
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SAVE WITH
SECURITY FEDERAL




All accounts are insured up to $40,000 and interest is compounded daily from date of deposit to date of withdrawal. Passbook Accounts
may add to or withdraw at any time. Certificates require $1,000.00 minimum. Dividends may be withdrawn monthly, quarterly, semi-



































(Substantial Penalty For Early Withdrawal-of Certificates)
*CHRISTMAS CUB ACCOUNTS EARN 5% INTEREST *
Advisory Nard Members
, 7. . •
•
Tommy Walker
Advisory Board Member, Advisory Board Member.
Dim Miller
c-frtAR dr..**..4.1kaigtok.ik*.t.itipsyspqr.it. ***41-*****.*„***.************* * ****48.- ***.&46.1011410h******41041*******;
Murrayless discretionary purchases  State University at 1
than automobiles." p. m. Saturday, Jan: 14, as a
- While other industries are presentation of the Texaco-
expected to show bigger Metropolitan Opera ,Radio
production gains, the auto :Network.
industry should grow. The performance from the
Metropolitan Opera will be the *about 2 percent after inflation
seventh Saturday matineeper year through 1982, the
broadcast of the currentreport said. 4(season to be carried on WK-This year, auto and truck
MS, the public radio voice of 1(sales should decline to 14.5
Murray State, at 01.3 on the amillidfr vehicles from 1977's
record 15 million, it said. FM dial.
Singing principal roles will *Falling used car prices have
raised4he cost of new cars-by be soprano Martina Arroyo as
decreasing the motorist's Leonore, Mezzo-soprano ;
cetradein value, for his present .Viori Cortez as Azucena,
tenor Giorgio Merighi in his 4(automobile, the report said.
In its section on retail trade, Met broadcast debut as
. Mandell, Ingvar a.the report said rising gasoline
Wixwell as the Count di Luna,costs may mean Americans
be less inclined to travel- and bass James Morris
frorsi4oppieg center to shop- "Ferrando, Giuseppe .•Patanew .
Larry Wright
•Yks President'. w,
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Legal Obsticles Are Removed; Tongtun Parktorniiii TOILS:
SE0101.; Korea AP — The
UnitelStates and South Korea
„ signed an agreernerleTuesday
that removes the last legal
obstacle to bringing Korean
rice dealer Tongsun Park to
-the United States for
uestioning about his alleged
- influence buying on Capitol
— Details of the mutual
prosecution assistance -
agreement were not released.
It gives the Justice Depart- -
ment, but no other agency or -
congressional committee, the
right to call Park to the United
States should it decide to dq.,
Park already has agreed to
return to the United States,
where he is under Indictment
on bribery/ charges, in return





and Americans . for
questioning Park.
It was signed by US.
Deputy Attorney General
Benjamin IV -Cidrietti, who
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heads a Justice Department
team in Korea and Korean -
'We- "JuStftec Mfniffer Lee'.
Chong-won 'after a 12-hoUr,
closed door meeting.
Civiletti said he will meet
Park on Wednesday at the
U.S. Embassy in Seoul to'









-The bribery charges stem obligated to appear before any
.from his alleged payoffs _10 congressional committees
-ctingressmen ttf-further South inyestigatmg the Scandal, the
Korean interests in agreement doesn't prevent
Washington. More than 20 corigrelsional committees or
present- and former Others from gbing other routes
congressmen.-have ..,admitted to jet access to him: .
• receiving moneyi or gifts from. "In Washington, Attorney
Park, but they deny anrGeneral 'Griffin B. Bell said
wrongdoing. -___..Tuesclay he expects Park will








alleged .. influence buying
within a few days.
He told a National pre*,
Club .luncheon, "I'm. well
satisfied by what we've done. I
hope nothing happens to block
He was asked what response
he had to Leon Jaworski, the
House Ethics Committee
counsel, who said the Justice.
1Deprtment was preventing the
committee from having ac-
cess to Park.

















Relief of colds, headache,
congestion
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to keep the House from getting
this witness. If they can get
-him now it will be fine with
-us," he said.
- Most of the pact signed
Tuesday was negotiated by, 
U.S. Ambassador Richard L
Sneider and Korean ,Foreign
Minister Park Tong-lin over
'the-pail-two months.
Earlier, Tongsun Park
refused Co return to
Washington because of what
































Santacruz, Tucson, Blossom Time,
Ectasy,































his first session with War
Minister Mohammed Abdel
Ghany Gamasy.
Israel's offer to return Sinai
to Egypt includes continued
existence of 20 Jewish set-
tlements there, Israeli
security forces to guard them
and withdrawal of other
Israeli soldiers in three to fly
years.
But Sadat has said " t
single Israeli" can r am on
Arab lands and tlf'e Israeli
withdrawal mustrhe speedier.
SEOUL, SOuth Korea AP)
- Tongsan Park signed an
agreement today to tell
Justice Department • in-
vestigators and U.S. courts all
he knows about the Korean
payoff scandal on Capitol Hill.
But he refused to tell reporters




cutor Paul Michel said he and
other investigators from
Washington will start in-
terrogating the Korean rice
dealer Friday morning, using
alie detector. He said they
hoped to conclude the
questioning in about 10 days.
-- WASHINGTON ( AP) -
Dr. Jonas Salk, father of the
original polio vaccine, says it
"will require several years
before conclusions can be
drawn" from human tests of a
new drug to control multiple
sclerosis.
Salk, whose statement was
issued through the Salk
Institute in la Jolla, Calif.,
has conducted tests on
animals that contracted a
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Mrs. Rowland Dies Ocus E. Lawrence
Tuesday; Funeral
Planned Friday
--Mrs. Mary Rowland died
TuescIfy ,morning at her
home. She was 56 years of age
and her death was due to an
apparent heart attacK7 ac-
cording to Calloway County
Coroner Tommy Walker. '
Coroner Walker said Mrs.-
Rowland's...as discovered dead
at her home' Tuesday morning
and that she had been dead
only a short time.
The funeral will be held
Friday at eleven a.m. at the
chapel of the Rutledge
Funeral Home, ,105 Pine
Street, Murray, with burial to
follow in the Murray City
• Cemetery.
The wake will be held
Thursday from seven to eight




At The Age Of 46
Mrs. Clifton B. ( Margie
Lancaster Beale ) Emerson of
102 South 12th Street died
suddenly Tuesday at 1:50p.m.
Her death at her home was
due to an apparent heart at-
tack. She was 46 years of age.
Th M woman was ae
member 'the Seventh and
Poplar Church of Christ. Born
May 26, 1931, at Blue Swings,
Tn., she was the daughter of
Gatcie B. Thomasson Lan-






Mrs. Gatcie Lancasttr, 709 - Services for -Miss Delle
paa-/ar, , dy ; of 40)Si-filth Sixth St
sons, r les Beale, 513 Shady Were held this morning at
Laneeind Joe Carl Beale, 709
Poplar Street, Murray; one
brother, Joe-B. Lancaster, 507
South Ninth Street, Murray;
/ two grandchildren, William
Charles - Beale and Shannon
Denise Beale.
Services will be held
Thursday at 10:30 a.m. at the
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home with Bro.
Henry Hargis officiating. The
song service will be by singers
from the Seventh and Ropier
Church with Jerry Bolls as
leader. Interment will follow
in the Murray City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after five p.m.
:today (Wednesday).
WASHINGTON 4-AP--1-64 s those
frigid memories of the W ter. of '77
seemed to be melting ayatty, more than
half the nation is g jarred by an
extreme cold wave ly too reminiscent
of last year.
The curre spell of whipping arctic
In fact,, the service issued odds - 30-
to-V-7 on the chances for a reptition of
last winter.
"bur winter outlook ii in fairly good
shape," said Dickson. "Last year, we
were' stuck with cold weather from
early fall until mid-February. This
winds an low ,temperatures is ex- winter is a completely different picture.
Pet2ted cunt-in" 4  at lea-st the nest-- -We've had fluctuating temperatures;
10 days in the eastern half of the from warm to cold."
q4itry and the northern Plains, - The cause cif the current cold spell,
'ational Weather Service forecasters however, is very much the same pic-_,
',thee as last year. Normally, the jet •
No one is predicting that the nation stream.- a band of high-velocity, high-
Will experience as prolonged a cold
spell as last winter - the worst in more
than a half century. And, federal
energy' -Officials say there is no
imminent threat of energy shortages as
occurred in 1977. But the Weather
Service says the current wave, while it
lasts, is turning out to be as severe as a
year 9igo.
-The cold penetration in the plains,
the Ohio Valley, the Great Lakes region
is on a par with the coldest days of last
winter," said James F. Andrews, chief
of the Weather Service's new medium-
range forecast unit, which-makes sixto
-10-day predictions.
e ers urg, The East Coast can brace for tern-Hale, Murray; two grand-
eleven grandchildren; six Va.; two,taughters, Mrs. daughters, Mrs._ __WA ____peratures of as much as`10 to 20_4e/zees .
-Wertit:grandchildren• *) uigs' Blackford and Mrs.. Joe below normal, while ..mucli• of -the
Oscar Hale's Rites
e Today At ChapeDies Tuesday With Dies Monday With _- -The funeral for Oscar L.
Services Thursday Rites Oh Thursday
Deus E. Lawrence, 83 year U. Col. fRet. ) Harold L.
old resident of Kirksey Route Cunningham of Petersburg,
One, died Tuesday at 10:20 Va., native of Calloway
p.m. at his home. He was a County, died Monday at twee.
retired 'farmer. m. at the McGuire Veteras4
-' Mr. Lawrerice was --sr 'Hospital, Richmond, Va. He
member of the Locust Grove was 60 years of age.
Church of the Nazarene and a The deceased was born Nov.
veteran of World War L-Born IS, 1917, in. 'Calloway County
- Aug. 17, 1894, in Calloway and was the son of Oakland
County he was the son of the Cunningham who died Nov. 4,
late Wayne Lawrence and Ada 1954, and Gray Tucker Cun




He is survived by his wife, U. Cwiningliam. was em- Church. Buriaj-Avill follow in
Mrs. Lottie Lucille Stub- ployed as military analyst
blefield Lawrence, to whom he with the Civil Service at Fort dens.
was married on Nov. 27, 1920; Lee, Va. He retired from the mr.
one daughter, Mrs. Rollie Army after serving for twenty
(Glenda 1 Henson, Kirksey'; , years during World ,War II and
two sons, William Lawrence, the Koren Conflict. He was a
.Kirksey Route One, and Eldon member of the Church 9F
David Lawrence, Ferguson. Christ, a graduate of Murray
Mo.; two_sisters, Mrs. I,ottie High School, and at
Stubblefield, Paducah, and Murray State Colle
Mrs. CloraPalmer„ Mayfield; . He is sopnved
half sister, Mrs. Sylva Nell Mrs. Margaret
Smallman, Nashville, Tn.; Cunningha
Two sons preceded their_ Vir ia Beach, Va., and Miss
father in death who were. Vaterie A. Cunninghan'i,
Gerald Lawrence in 1948 and zeetersburg, Va.; one son,
Jessie Brooks Lawrence /ily Harold .Lin Cunningham, Jr.,
1940. Avenel, N. J. one sister, Mrs!
The funeral will be/held Fred Clara Nelle Furches,
Thursday at one pip/at the 200 Woodlawn, Murray; one-





uth 12th Funeral Is Today
grandchild, Suggs.
the Rey. The funeral will_be held
offtciating. Thursday at 2:30 p. m. at the
Burial witfollow in the chapel of the E. Alvin Small
Kirkseyfemetery. Funeral Home, Colonial
Friends may call at
furl home after six
jto y ( Wednesday ).
• ,
.Doran, and one great grand-
daughter, Amy Doran; sister,
Mrs. Mayde Cornwell, Arthur,
Ill.; two half sisters, Mrs.
Irene Moody, Sullivan, Ill.,
and Mrs. Eva Haas, Smith-
ville, Tn.; three brothers,
Paul Hale, Arthur, Ill., Don
Hale, Lovington, Ill.,-and Otto
Hale, Franklin; four half
brothers, Glynn, Billy, and J. ,
L. Hale, 'Gallatin, Tit; and -




Services At Chapel Dies At Hospital;ved
For Mrs. Oglesby Rites On Friday
Crellis Edwards Is
Dead At Age 73;
Funeral Thursday
Crellis Edwards of Kirksey
• Route One, Brewers Com-
munity, died Tuesday at 2:20
_pun. at his home. He was 73
years of age and his death was
due to an apparent heart at-
tack, according to Marshall
-.-:-County Coroner Jesse Collier
who was called to the scene.
eleven o'clock at the chapel of
the Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Horne-with the Rev. Julian
Warren and the Rev. Don
Lawrence officiating.
Organist was Mrs. Betty Stoll,
a great niece.
Pallbearers were Felix
Dunn. John Buchanan, Lowell
Palmer, Clay Smith, Max
Hurt, and Virdon Tucker.
Burial was in the Brewers
Cemetery.
Miss Smith, age 73, died
Tuesday at five a. in. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She was a member
of the Brewers United
Methodist Church and had
resided -with her sister,
.11aIleene Smith, Calloway
County teacher, until her
death on Feb. 18, 1975.
She is survived by three
nephews. Hal Smith; Kirksey,
and Paul and Robert Smith,
Mayfield. Born Nov. 4, 1904. in
Marshall County, she was the
daughter of the late Jim Smith
and Emma Grubbs Smith.
•
ref; Services for Mr• rig- Mr* George
Ma
OF11304 Calloway are ,,Mauzy of 207 Poplar Street,
being held today at one p. m. Murray, died Tuesday at 1:,15
Final Rites Today
For Paul Purvis
the Heights, Va. Burial will follow
14.m. --ti the Southlawn Memorial
Park Cemetery at Petersburg





at the chapel of the Blaiwk"
Colemarrifinieral Home with
the - Rev. Thanes -Fortner
officiating and the Leland
Peeler quartet providing the
music and song service.
Steve and Michael Ran-
dolph, Clayton Stalls, Kenny
Collins, and Jimmy and
Darrel Waldrup, all grandson,
are serving as pallbearers.
Burial will be in the Scotts
Grove Cemetery.
Mrs. Oglesby, age 78, died
Monday at 2:30 p. m. at the
Hale of 807 North 19th Street -
will be held today at three
p141. at the chapel of the
- Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home with the Rev. Jarrell
,White and the Rev. Randolph
Allen officiating. The Rev. Joe
Doran will be soloist wittiMrs.
Otto Erwin as organist.
Pallbearers will be R. B.
-Barton, Hayden Rickman, L..#
A. Jones; Joe -Morton, .Les9if
Garland,: and Don Rogers.
H • llbed
Imlay City, Mich.; sister,
Mrs. Rema Hill, Almo; half
MrEdwards was a member 
of Calvert City is being held brother, Stanley Giles, Little
„ 
- -of- the---Urtited- P-T 41t—the-- -Rock, ltrit,
The funeral for Paul Purvis
Church and an Army veteran 
criaPel ot tfle Johnson an
of World War II. Born May 18, 
Lambert Funeral Home,
1904, in Calloway County, he 
Calvert City; with Bro. Ralph
Steury and the Rev. Fred S.
was the son of the late A. B.
French officiating.
Edwards and Victoria Casey
Edwards. 
Jerry Lavender, Cliff
He is survived by his wife, 
Cochran, Mike Roby, Jim
Mrs Georgia White Edwards, 
Farris, Will Ed Bushart, and.
. 
Kirksey Route One ;___otie_ 
Hans Konrad are serving 'as
brother, K., Edwards, 
,
pallbearers. Burial will follow
. : 
Kirksey; four nephews,
in the'Ciilvert City Cemetery.
James V. Edwards, Sedalia, 
Mr. Purvis, age 41, died
Mo., William Edwards, Dan 
Monday at 3:30 p. m. :at his
Brock Edwards, and Glen 
home. He was an agent for the




The funeral will be held 
He is survived by his wife,
Thursday at two :p.m. at the 
Mrs. Carolyn Carraway
chapel of the Max Churchill 
Purvis,• one daughter, Miss
Teena . Purvis, and one Son,
Funeral Home .with the Rev.
Mike Purvis, 1760 Eighth
-,---toon--lawrenCe Officiating and
Mrs. Oneida White' as 
Avenue; --Calvert City This
• organist. Burial will follow, M 
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Paul W.
the Mt. Tan -reffiele-tY . 
Purvis, and his mother-in-law,
Friends ma call at the 






In Order to prepare for our BILG SALE Watch
Tomorrow's poper for our
qraham
FOR THE PARTICISILAR NAM 
• quaker Oats
Specials..
Murray-Calloway County (Barbara) Griffin, Knight-
Hospital. Her husband, Henry stown, Ind.; four sons, George
Oglesby, Sr., died August 11, Collins, West-- Frankfort, Ill.,
1971. She was a member of the Ernest Collins. Benton Route
Almo Pentecostal Church. : Eight, Cirt Collins, Murray,
Survivors include -w-t o and Ruben Maury, Murray,
.daughters, 'Mrs. Bob Ran- - She is also survived by six
dolph, Murray, and Mrs. Art sisters, Mrs. Willie Folks,
Ivy, Indianapolis, Ind.; three Peoria, Ill., Mrs., Edna
sons, Huie Duncan, Almo,
Willard Duncan, Dexter Route 
isiollins, Benton Route Eight,
rs. Irene Chambers,
One, and Izell Duncan. Paducah, Mrs. Ethel___ksaII,Mayfield; stepson, Henry Benton Route Seven, • Mrs.
Oglesby, Jr., Alrno Route Elsie Conway, Texas, and
One; four step daughters, Mrs. Dorothy Wesley, In-
Mrs. Margie Cook, Murray, diana; two brothers, Wiley
Mrs. Paul Futrell, Mayfield Newton. Benton Route Five;
Route Seven, Mrs. George and George Thomas Newton,
Dickman, Clarksville, Tn., Michigan; twenty-five
and Mrse---Frances Kemp, grandchildren six












members of his S
Class
Memorial Car-
ale, age 76;- died
Monday at 7:30 p.m. at the
Mnrray-CalloWay- Ca up*:
flospital. He was a retired
barber and a member of the
Memorial Baptist Church.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.-
Gladys Netherton Hale; one
daughter, Miss Rebecca Hale,
and two sons, Reid and James
p.m. at the Murray-Calloway
Midwest can expect the mercury to fall
by.as much as 30 degrees below normal,
said Andrews.
A month ago, the service predicted
normal to above normal seasonal
temperatures for the eastern half of the
country from mid-December to mid-
January.
''TliaL4forecast,l_certainly had its
problems," said Robert R. Dickson,
deputy chief of long-range forecasting.
The next 30-day forecast is due out
Friday. Until those calculations are,
finished, Robert. R. Dickson, deputy
chief of long-range forecasting, said he
could not predict how long the cold spell
No matter -what the forecast, the
service is standing behind its earlier
winter outlook issued at the end of
November. At the time, the service said
the northern and central portions of the
..-country might experience colder than
—normal--temperatures-frem-Deeernher -
through February, but not as cold as
jast year.
County Hospital. She was 64
years of age.
The Murray woman Was a -
member of the Church of
Christ. Born July 29, 1913, in
Marshall County, she was the
daughter of the late George W.
Newton and Jennie Rhodes
Newton.
Mrs. Mauzy is survived by
her husband, George Mauzy,
Murray; two daughters, Mrs.
Harold (Glenda ) Garner,
Murray-, and Mrs. Gene
; grea
grandchildren. ..
Services will held Friday
at one p.m. at the chapel of the
Filheek-and 'Cana Funeral" - .
ome, Benton, with Bro. 0. D.
twenty-one grandchildren; McKendree and Bro. Max UNDATED- Weatherseveral great grand children. Anderson officiating. 'Burial casters promised the
will follow in the Maple slight relief today from
Springs Cemetery in Marshall cold and wind :that has
County. rekindled memories Of the
altitude wind that causes much of our
weather - flows from west to east with
only minor deviations to the north or
south.
A spokesman for the Department' of
Energy, Edward V ilade, said the nation
has adequate stocks of coal, oil and
natural gas. He said coal stocks were
near 90 'worth despite the ongoing
strike by the United- Mme Workers
union. Oil stocks are "high," and
natural gas stocks are higher than last
'year and are not being- depleted as




WASHINGTON ( AP ) -The nation's - •The size of the drop in the jobless rate
unemployment rate dropped from 6.9 at the year's end was somewhat of a
percent to 6.4 percent in December, its surprise to most government-
lowest level in more than three year,* economists, expeciedonly a slight
decline in the figures.
The big drop also put the jobless rate
in line with President Carter's.goal to
redtice unemployment to the 6.5 per-
cent range after his first year in office.
However, most economic forecasts
for 1978 indicate that further declines
Will be slow in coming and-that-there
may be some increase later in the year
if economic, growth falls off sharply.
The Commerce Department predicted
410,000 tO 92.6 million, continuing: a-. _earlier this -Week that unemployment
steady expansion' that has seen 4.1 would decline only to about, 6.5 percent
in 1978.
Carter has proposed a $25 billion tax
cut package to stimulate the economy
and also is expected to call for some
expansion in existing job-creation
programs.
While a jobless rate of 6.4 percent is
the government reported today. ,,•,,
The sharp decline broke an eight-
month pattern that had seen the,
unemployment rate bounce between 6.9
percent and 7.1 percent since last ,April.
Some 480,000 Americans were
removed from the jobless rolls last
month, leaving 6.3 million unemployed,
the lowest totasince the recession in_
late 1974. •
Total employment last month rose by
million .persons join the ranks of the
employed in 1977.
.At 6.4 percent, the unemployment
rate in December was nearly a full
percentage point below the rate at the
beginning of 1977, when 7.3 percent- of
the labor force was jobless.
The unemployment rate in 1977, still high by historical standards, the
averaged 7 percent far the year,, December figure was the lowest since
comparing favorably with a 74-Percent October 1974_when it was 6.1 percent
--average-in +976 and-ost-averige-4414--and - was climbing lag -g peak  of 91
percent in 1975. percent in the 1974-75 recession.
THE NEWS IN BRIEF.... ....   
NATIONAL
CONCORD, 1111-.  ( AP) -
The use of biofeedback
techniques may be working to
help teenagers in New
Hampshire quit Or
dramatically cut down on
smoking, according to early
statistics.
The program, developed by
the New HampshirenLung
Association, puts a trained
health educator into a high
school science class with
electronic biofeedback
_machines that show pupils
what sniokink a cigarette does
to their heart, lungs and skin
temperature.
In the fall of 1977, the lung
associatierilvent into 13 New
• Hampshire high schools
where 2,500 pupils-smokers
and nonsmokers-tested
themselves with the electronic
devices.
So far, 20 percent of the pu-
pils have returned question-
naires on their smoking habits
and the initial statistics show
that 60 percent of the smokers
"have either quit or cut down;
almost- heti _hs_v_r___  quit
altogether."
Stoc,k Market
Prices orstock of local interest at noon
EDT, today, furnished to the Ledger &
Times by First of Michigan. Corp., of
Murray. areas follows:
Heubletn Inc .• . 24 -%
McDonalds Corp  49.1, -4
Ponderosa Systems 14 unc
39% + 4.
Union Carbide 39% unc
Kimberly Clark 
W R Grace 
Texaco 
26211PSwmcunc






Jam Walters 221/ -%
•Kirsch - '  21% tine
sorr--F----"y 36% 
 n ii +unLicFranklin mat 
Prices of stocks of local interest. at
noon to,day furnished to the I edgei!
nines by I. M. Simon Co of Murray are
as follows!
Industrial Avg  • • -1.30
1 "24"3e-,i












--;Doweetworn Marriy-w -4,_•,.'•.•t -T=34334 - 7.eni Rattro 411‘,1111,
tfp,tga,,, nab .
Clarinet Clinics To Be
Conducted At University
Don Story, assistant
professor of music and
clarinet teacher at Mprray
State-University, will c6nduct
the second of-a &ries. of
clarinet clinics on the campus-
on Saturday, Feb. 4.
Designed to. serve the needs
of relatively advanced
students at the high school
level, the session is scheduled
from! to 4 p.m. in theltecital
Hall Annex of the Price Doyle
Fine Arts Center.
The series of three_ clinics,
being of feeed for the first time
during,the 1977-78 school year,
is a service of the Department
of Music and is made
- available at no charge:
Story said the clinic on Feb.
.4 will include discussion of
such, topics as alternate
fingerings,,, tuning, and




: A special feature of the
clinic will be an in-depth
discussion of contest piece
preparation, oriented toward
answering the question:
-What_ cloe.5 the adjudicator
listen- for?" Story will be
assisted by advanced clarinet
students in conducting , the
clinic.
Anyone wishing to arrange
for registration or to obtain
additionar information may
write: Don Story, Department




Kentucky Lake, 7 a.m. 355.2';
down 0.2. -
Below darn 310.8:, up 2.9.
Barkley Lake, 7.a.3.4-355.8,
bitter winter of 1977.
Meanwhile, a wide band of
snow and rain was gathering
force in the nation's midsec-
tion, portending more
problems as it moves east-
ward.
At least 23 weather-related
deaths had been reported by
state officials since Monday.
INTERNATIONAL
CAIRO, Egypt ( AP) - The
Egyptian and Israeli defense
ministers open negotiations
tonight on Israel's withdrawal
from the Sinai Peninsula with
the fate of the Jewish settle-
ments there the chief issue.
Israeli Defense Minister
Ezer Weizman flew from
Jerusalem to Aswan today for
a preliminary meeting with





y class for adults
who would like to gain an
understanding of the metric
system will be conducted at
Murray State University on
Tuesday, Jan. 17.
Scheduled from Ito 3 p.m. in
the Adult Learning Center
(Room 205) of Roy Stewart
Stadium, the session is part of
a program offered and funded
by the Division..-of Adult
Education of the Kentucky
Department of Education.
Lawrence H. Moore, adult
education trainer in the
Center for Continuing
Education at Murray State,
will teach the introduCtory
class. He said it will be
focused on the meter stick and
how it 'ineludes the cen-
timeter, the nuiririfeter, and
the kilometer.
He added that a series of
three more classes of two
hours each will be scheduled if
there is sufficient interest,
shown in the introductory
class. Each class in thellseries
will provide additional in-
formation about the metric
system.
Moore said the first 20
people who enroll in the in-
troductory class on Jan. 17
will be given a meter stick.
Interested persons' -May
register in hdvance by calling
,_ up 0.2. 7624971 or may enroll .stAihe
•
. $450 FAMILY SPECIAL
$6.00 VALUE
Beverages
- 10nion Rings 1 Tater Tots
2 French Fries 4 Regular Burgem _
FA flff






























































In Wake Of Two Explosions
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP)—
Kentucky plans an intensified
- safety campaign for grain
elevator operators in the wake
of fatal explosions at. such
facilities in other states, ac-
cording to the head of the
state's OceupatiOnal,- Safety
and Health Program.- ‘-'•-•.
Mike Ragland, executive di-
rector of Kentucky's version
of the federal Occupational
Safety and Health
Administration, said Monday
that state officials met last
week to plan action in re-
sponse to a grain elevator haz-
ard alert issued by the U.S.
Department of Labor.
Recent explosions at grain
elevators, including one near
. ,New Orleans Dec. 22 that
" killed 35 persons, have
prOmpqd stepped-up
government efforts to insure
the safety of persons who work
at large grain storage
facilities.
But Kentucky cannot move
ahead with its new safety
measures until it knows what
this week ,to announce
details," Ragland said.
Preliminary plans call for
an informational packet to be
distributed to all operators of
grain elevators or storage
facilities, Ragland said.
The letter will include_
copies of all recent govern.'
ment warnings as well as an
offer of the services of the
state Occupation* Safety and
Health Program's Jucation
and training unit, Ragland
State Historical. Markers Relate Kentkky s History,
FRANKFORT, KY • — Casey Co-linty was named in U.S. chairman, who makes approved, Well; said.12; on Ky. 55.1Where d/d Abraham Lincoln 1806f, • • so • n .61 I I • recommendations and . thenwin Int IV case. oW
did Casey County get it*
name? When was the frill
rural free delivery of mail in
Kentucky? Who owned a farm
where the only Kentucky
diamond was found? •
These and other interesting
bits of the state's history have
been reserved by the more
thou 1,300 highway mark
erected by the Kentucky
Historical Society.
In 1827 while in Hawesville
in Hancock County, Lincoln
was charged by the" , Com-
monwealth of KeOucky with
operating a fairy without
license. He ,pleaded his own
case in the home of Samuel
Pate, presiding justice of
said. Kentucky are not gOkgr to the ce, who „encouraged
to study law and loaned
early pioneer and the great-
grandfather of the author
Markterain. (Marker No.241.
one mile north of Liberty at
the Roadside Park ceell 127
in Casey Count3. /..
The first delivery
of mail . inT.Z.;tate was
established at the Allensville
Post flee in Todd County on
, 1897. rMarker No.
In front of the post office
Allensville.)
The Kentucky diamond was
_l_feund. Ili 1888 on the farnl, cif
-Henry Burns n :Russell
County. The 0.776 carat
diamond was purchased by G.
"-A7 Schultz, a .LoulsVille
jeweler, for $20 and is new on
display in the Smithsonian
-Institution. (Marker No: 734,
six and one-half miles west on
services," Ragland added.
Ragland speculated "there
are no situations in Kentucky
that have the potential
hazards for disaster such as
occurred in other states.
"It appears that most of
these (explosions at grain
elevators) have been port
areas where there is a
tremendous turnover in
loading and unload* in the
docking areas," he said.
"Most of the operations in
Our primary purpose is to have the volume and certainly „
assist employers in volun- not the turnover" such as
tardy complying with - the---those -where explosions °c-
law," Ragland eaid. -Working curred, he added. ,z
jointly with the fire marshal's -
,-7office, we would go in and ,
make a survey of the facility State 'Democratsin an attempt to determine if
any potential hazards exist
and help them in eliminating
them" nd $850 ForRagland said 95 grain eleva-.
tor operators are registered/ 
.with the state Departznent or,
Agriculture, "but there .are Carroll's Bookcertain others that are not rte
the federal government plans, quired to register. We can get
Ragland said. ' a listinl of them from the Uni-
"We were under the impres- versity of Kentucky."
sion we would be kept advised, _ Kentucky's response to the
gia(but I haven't even seen a copy aleet__,wi be two-pronged,
of the alert and it's a little dia. Ra said. "In addition to
turbing," Ragland added.. ----the ,v6 untary compliance ap-
However, Ragland said he proach, we have a comp-
expects to receive federal_ piance enforcement division
information early this week which will continue to make
routine inspections and cite
the hazer& they find.
"We think in a situation like
this, rather than intensifying
our enforcement efforts in this
particular industry,. we would
be better serving the public by
intensifying our consultative
and hopefully wean finalize
things by -TuesdlY‘ T -Wee-
nesday. .
Labor- ConOissioner
"James" YocoM and Fire
Marshal Bob .Estep most
likely will have a joint press
conference or statement later
Russellville Goes Ahead
With Plans,
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The Kentucky Democratic
Party has spent $849.97 for
copies of a book about Gov.
Julian 'Carroll to be used as
party gifts, according to a
report on file here.
A report filed last month
with the Kentucky Registry of
Election Finance shows that
turn books. ( Marker No. 667,
located on Ky. 334, three miles
west of Hawesville. )
Templemen said several
cases of the books were or-
dered to fill requests from
party members who requested
them either from
headquarters or through the
governor's office.
Many of the gifts were for
members who could not find
the book in stores, he said.
the party ptteeased the hooks_ Ternylernan said the books
_Nov. 11 from the publisher, the were purchaled niaThly
Fleming H. Revell Co. of Old because of Carroll's feelings
Tappan, N.J. that state hinds should not be
Mike Templeman, assistant - used for political gifts,
to Howaid "Sonny" Hunt, Headquarters still has about
chairman of the Party state two cases of the books, he
central committee, said the said.
party bought an undetermined Gary AUxier, Carroll's press
numhputthe_bcskiaDd -aye-- secretary, said that he had
them to party leadErs as gifts discussed the_purchase iirthe
and Christmas presents. book With Carroll and that he
The book, by curies Paul considers it an appropriate
- Despite Fire---ilorp,fis......dentuoky?,,„ianThe i Car- eartenside .expense to promote the
-RUSSELLVILLE, Ky. ( AP)
— Despite a fife that
destroyed two century old -
builctings Saturday night, thii
Logan County town hasn't
wavered in its aim to preserve
the appearance of its historic
downtown.
John Paul Stuart, president
of the Russellville Chamber of
Commerce, said Monday that
the fire was a "jolt" but that
"we are going right ahead."
He said Russellville is
determined to '.bring about
the day when people • from
Nashville and other places
will collie here to see our
historic places, instead of our
people just going there to see
theirs."
The design for the renewal
plan, which would result in the
blending of new storefronts
with the district's existing ar-
chitecture, has been com-
pleted and some work already
has begun, Stuart said. •
A 20-block area of Russell-
ville, founded in the early
1800s, is listed in the National
Register of Historic Places.
That puts Russellville in line
for federal, state and other
grantsforpreservation of his.
Story of a Christian in Public 7Alleteiallithei Coweilliets
toric buildings. Life': and sells for $5,95 in fto royaltrei or other financial'
For a while, it looked as if bm'kstc'res•
about a dozen of the buildings
would be reduced to ashes and
rubble.
Fire apparently caused by
lightning destroyed Scott
Furniture Co. and Klein's
Department Store. It took'
firefighters from Russellville
and other Logan County towns
and Bowling Green to keep
more from going up in smoke,
Stuart said.
Jerry Estes, president of the
Russellville Historical
Society, * he was "proud of
our people" for both their
cooperation in saving the, old
business section and deter-
mination to renew the old
buildings "but still leave them
with their old-time charac-
ter."
He said the stores destroyed
were in the hands of absentee
owners bet that he felt sure
they would be replaced with
the "look of old Russellville."
He said 40 to 50 buildings
will be renovated. Many are
around Riissellville's public





















returns from the book.
processed 36 markers, which
etncluded some replliceinents.
It was also necessary to
replace several damaged
marker posts -throughout ,the
state, according to Diane
Wells, chairman of, the
Historical Highway Markers
program.
The program is funded to
erect 40 markers per year,
and some are presented to the
Comm-onwealth --by private
organizations and individuals.
. . "Processing a marker from
....anidea to a plaque takes time,
thought and many people
working Ingether," said Wells.
The process involves per-
sonnel from the society and
the Department of. Tran-
W01162100. .Slligestiaktg. are
submitted to the county
sends them to the society , Guide To Historical Highway
"We review, research add.- Marker's". which enables
document e suggestion before' motorists to' read Kentucky
sending the proposed ih- history as they travel without
scriptien to a 12-member--e stopping to read the plaques.
editing committee made up of
persons from all over Ken-
tucky," Wells explained.
After the applications have
been checked by the com-
mittee for authenticity and
clarity of expression, Wells
and her assistant make one
final review before sending
them to be cast at Sewah
Studies in Marietta, Ohio.
When the marker is completed
it is shipped to the appropriate
transportation department
district office. Transportation
personnel then erect the
marker at a site which they
and the county chairman haVe
The markers are numbered
and their corresponding
numbers in the book give the
titles and inscriptions. The
guide and a supplement in-
clude maps and subject and
county indexes The guide is
available to members for $1 50
and to non-members for $2.
The supplement to the guide
is available to members for $2
and to non-members for $2.25.
Copies of. both can be Pet--
chased . at most state parks
and by writing, to Dianne
Wells, Kentucky Historical
Society, Box H, Frankfort, Ky.
40681.
Wiray Ledger & Times




FRANKFORT, Ky. — The
Kentucky Arts Commission
has announced a March' 15
deadline for schools interested




professional artists in schools
to give students, teachers and
communities the opportunity ,
to learn from creative in-
dividuals at work," explained
Nancy Carpenter of the arts
commission staff.
"Schools which are in- mo
terested in the artists'
residencies should submit an
application to the Arts Appointed NCO
Commission by March 15.
They should contact me-W-Tiri Air Forceout what kind of information is
needed in their applications,"
she said. Carpenter can also
help schools locate artists for
..the residencies and provide
information on where the
school, might turn for local
support.
Artists, depending on their
field, may submit applications
through April 15. Applications
for poet residency positions
are due by March 15; visual
artists and crafts residencies
by April 1; and for folk artist
positions by April 15. Car-
penter noted that individuals
who apply should be "high
quality artists who are well-,,
suited for working with
students and communities."
This year eight full time
artists — two poets, a
photographer, three visual
' artists and two folk artists
are werking for the Artists-in-
the-Schools program, and 25
schools Will have had artist
residencies by, the end of the
school year. While poets spend
six weeks at a number of
different schools, the other
artists are usually in
residence atlhe same school
for the ,entire year.
"The prograit began seven
years ago as a means of in-
tegrating art into .the
PdeCeitOrtill. hesaallAianist
Carpenter. Funds for the
program are - from the •
National Endowment for the -
Arts, the Kentucky Arts
Commission as well as the
schools and local communities
where the artists serve their
residencies."
Funding from the National
Endowment has remained
donstant since the program
began, but local school district
interest in the artist




Cathey, son of Mr. and Mrs.
W. B. McCuiston of 1606 Loch
Lomond Drive, Murray has
been appointed to non-
commissioned officer (NCO I
status in the U. S. Air Force.
The newly selected sergeant
completed required training
in management, leadership,
human relations' and NCO
responsibilities, before being
considered for this new rank
Sergeant Cathey is a
telecommunications opera-
tions specialist at Andersen
AFB, Guam.
The sergeant, a 197e
graduate of Murray 'High
School. attended Murray Stete 
University.
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THINK OF THIS... .
You Can Save About
$839:28 A Year.
Beat the rising cost
of living by rising_
newspaper conpons,
An average week of newspaper coupons is,.
about 116.14, This aniountlor 52wéki-
11839.28.
And remember other specials without
COUp018 rt_prtient a great savings. Subscribe
to...
Milerray- Ledger Sic Times
an& realize the great savings Koch week.
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What kind of day will
II, tomorrow be? To find out what
 ---41te-Gtar&say,-read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.
• (Mar. 21 to Apr. 21:1)4
Have faith in your _objgc_ttycs,
corifidentviin your methods. •
Careful dilhibution of energies
and unstinting use of - your
talents could teed to new-gains.
TAURUS
(Apr.11 to May 21)
As with many others now, you
may tend to slow down at
unespected momenta, then
aCcelerate your pace unwisely.
Such sporadic efforts are not
• productive. Steady! ..
GEMINI ..44-
(May 72 to June 21)M
If too eager, you may
overreach your mark but, if
observing your limitations and
-.- maintaining a reasonable pace,
Zoliou -can :accoinpli -a seat.
deaL
::c.ANCER
:-.1.1une 22 to July 23)
Work for top gains but do not
::kixpect them immediately. Be
:-tioncise in arrangements,
;:stipulations, speech. Narrow
-'the margin for error.
-LEO
:.(July 24 to Aug. 23) 44-2
Auspicious influences.
'.-Manage well, interpret
-7.parefully. Don't accept ALL
;ingestions offered. Study with
<an eye toward the future.
orb
_.-011g. 24 to SepL23) at.
This could be an outstanding
*yrbut lt-witi largely depend
you. _Steady does it! Don't
"eatter_ energies, thus over-
--f,fkring Yourself,. -
:LIBRA
abept. 24 to Oct. 23)
. "'flour ingenuity, versatility
and originality stimulated.
Sven if results are not im-
mediately forthcoming, put
lirth your finest effects. They
:will pay off soon.
SCIMPIO
kOct. 24 to Nov. 22) nt, 
. lkiiiich—out to some extent
...Realize your !imitations,
however, so. that you won't
..:overfeach your -inert.. Some
•complexities possible.
: SAGTITARIUS _RA
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) WIWI,'
Thdaylnwtschyuewtfl
have to use your innate good
judgment to the hilt. Do not let
' unexpected situations rUffle you
and do not let others influence
your decisions.
;CAPRICORN
:(Dec. 72 to Jan. 20)
• Your energies should be
:stimulated now and advances
:are indicated. In trying
Moments, call on your fine
humor.
AQUARIUS
-(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) =.
More gains available than
may seem possible at first. But
you will have to go after them in.
a sound, pre-determined way,
and know exactly what you are
about.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) X
Don't worry if your program
does not go exactly as You'd
like. Seek the reason:then aim
to handle it more effectively —
and enthusiastically. You CAN
achieve!
YOU BORN TODAY are 
endowed with extraordinary
intelligence, a philosophical
outlook on life and an integrity
which inspires the confidence of
all With whom you deal. In-
tellectually inclined, you
usually seek out the com-
panionship of those who
stimulate your thinking and
your lively imagination.
However, you are inclined to be
somewhat patronizing with
those of lesser knowleidge. Try
to cprb this trait since It
detracts from your image
which, otherwise, would be
highly pleasing to one and alL
Capricornians excel in many
ways, often reaching the top as
scientists, educators, writers,
lawyers and statesmen. Bir-
thdate of: John Hancock, early
Amer. statesman; John Win-
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Prices Good Wednesday Through Saturday
January 11, 12, 13 and 14, 1978
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MSU College OfIndustry, Technology Sets 7
Evening courses to be of- . credit. He listed these' cam%
fered by the College of In- ses: _ .
•• 'and _Technology -it-- Mondays Elf 188,, Alter
"*. Murray State University for Supply. and Pollution Control,
- the spring semeater-inclUdb Room 1045 of the Applied
seven by the Department of Science Building; EIT 453-653,
Engineering and Industrial Human Factors in Safety
Technology IEIT ) and three
by the Department of In-
dustrial Arts Education
(IAE)..
Dr. Kenneth W. Wigters,
dean of the college, said each
course will meet from 6 to 9
p.m. once each week and will
carry three semester hours of
Engineering, Room 101S of the
Applied Science-Building; and
IAE 673, Supervision of In-
dustrial Arts and Vocational
Industrial Education, Room
117C of the Applied Science
Building.
Tuesdays - EIT 111,
Electric Circuits I, Room 105S
of the Applied Science
Building; and JAE .
Metrics in Education
Industry, Room lac of the
AgiplieirScience Building.
Wednesdays - EIT 384,
Construction Safety, Room
1015 of the Applied Science
Building; EIT 388,
Wastewater Treatment,
basement of Ordway Hall;
and EIT 596, Industrial
Relations Management, Room
104S of the Applied Science
Building.
Thursdays EIT 510, In-
State Attorney General Calls For
Special Citizen Grand Juries
- FRANKFORT, Ky. (APT=
A proposal being put feith-by
the state attorney general's
office would provide' for
special grand juries to be
selected from citizens around
• the state.
Stale Attorney Gerieral
Robert Stephens said Monday
such statewide grand juries
would be impaneled to look
into alleged crimes or series of
crimes -with a statewide in-
terest or impact.
The" juries would be impan-
eled at the request of the at-
torney general by the state Su-
preme Court or Court of Ap-
peals much. like
federal district court juries
are now selected from a
region of the state.
Stephens said the proposal
will be included in the legisla-
tive package his office will
present to the 1978 General
Assembly.
However. Stenfiens said-he
has given up any push to make
opinions rendered by his office
legally binding after running
into negative reaction to such
an idea from state lawmakers.
Stephens said the Beverly
Hills Supper Club fire in which._
164 persons were killed in
northern Kentucky On May 28
would be a good example of in-




Ball has called for a special
grand jury to look into the fire,
saying "anything like this, the,
public expects it should be
looked into."
grand juries would
havelhe ability to investigate,
issue subpoenas and return in-
dictments regardless of where
they are at," Stephens said.
Stephens said statewide
grand juries could also ',look
into such things as gambling
scandals, coal mine ex-
plosions or crimes where local
politics are involved.
Stephens told The
Associated Press in an in-
terview last month that he
:supports the concept of
making his office's opinions
legally binding. Such opinions
now are only advisory except
in regard to the state's "Open
Records Low.
Stephen said he wanted to
test the legislative waters be-
fore deciding whether to push
such an idea in this session. He
said Monday his discussions
with legislative leaders and
individual members of the
1978 General Assembly sh0w3
4they feel like it is too big-lk,
step."
However, Stephens said he
will push a bill drafted by As-
sistant Attorneyneral
Charles Runyan that would
Corn- 7-grant immunity to public.offi-
Free for the AgktrIgt-:
BIBLE CORRES4vgleDENCE COURSE
Box 307, Murray, KY 42071
•
cials who act on the basis of an
attorney general's opinion'
"They (the legislators he
has talked with" think maybe
they can live with Runyan's
bill," Stephens said. "It sort of
teclifies-what the courts have
;been leaning toward, that if an
official acts on the .alvice.of
an attorney general's opinion,
he is acting in good faith.
"It is a step in the right
direction," Stephens said. "It
will not make the opinions
binding, but it will encourage.
them to follow our opinions by
giving them immunity."
dustrial Instrumentation,.




Room 102 of the Industrial
Education Building. '
• •Most of the offerings dO not
have prerequisite courses,"
-Winters noted, "thus allowing
participation by represen-
tatives of regional industry,
business, and education who
wish to, update technical
knowledge and skills, as well
as to continue work on degree
programs."
He ;girded out that 500-1;41
courses are for graduate
credit only, 500-level courses
for graduate or advanced
undergraduate credit, and
courses up to the 500-level for
undergraduate credit only.
Winters gave descriptions of
the spring semester evening
courses as follows.
- EIT 111 - A fundamental
ENERGY TWINS
NEW YORK (API - Coal
and nuclear energy must be the
major energy sources for gen-
erating electricity In the United-
States for the predictable fu-
ture, says William G. Kuhns,
chairman of General Public
Utilities Corp. - • • '
Coal will ,be the primary
source, and therefore corn-
mereialization of processes for
the liquefaction and gasification
of coal must be accelerated, ac-
cording to Kuhns. Also needed
is a coal land-leasing and de-
velopment policy that - will ,
prompt rf increase coaTprodifc-
tion, he adds.
"However, the logistics of
moving to coal as the sole
•
source of energy for producing
electricity are .impossible,"
Kuhns explains. .'Reliance on
single energy source would be
dangerous. Nuclear energy is
the .only presently viable al--
lernative to coal. Both are 
nieded. Economics will deter--
mine theirprecise shares in the
future electric energy pichire."
More than 9,000 people are
employed at the San Francisco
International Airport, earning





2 - 8 X 10
2 - 5 X 7
10 WALLETS
Portraits will be delivered with-
in three weeks
•
Evening Classes For Spring Semester-,.
course in the area of electrical - avoidance, and prevention Of' &nation.
engineering technology and a potential construction hazards
P. I .40 *I
electrical courses. It cover*, phasis. The course includes a
basics of direct current circuit- study of workplace standards,
analysis, including Ohm's- accident prevention
Law, Seiges. and parallel programs, IOU-fr.-control
circuit analysis;Kirchoff's techniques and worker
Laws, and °their:important Wucation,
circuit analysis techniques. EIT 388 - Provides an
Other evening electrical examination of the treatment
courses will be offered in ,*processes utilized .to purify
future semesters so that in- municipal and industrial
dividuals in industry may wastewaters. Emphasis LS on
specialize or develop a major biological, pre-treatment, and
in the area. tertiary treatment systems-- veyar--iinion - • negotiations,
EiT 286 kitintrodutitton to Laboratory treats bility bri*--employee counseling,
the env fr onmentaI testing' is conducted to and_affirmative action
engineering field of con- - illustrate engineerinirewilinew
trolling chemical and methods of design and per- IAE 626 - Experiences in
biological pollutants of formance optimization for techniques of interpreting and
wastewaters and con- pollution abatement facilities, converting to the Systems
taminants of drinking water EIT 453-653 - An analysis of International method of
supplies. Fundamental _the inan-machine relationship metric measurement and its
and' 'the biological, application to instructional
physiologi cep' , ant-- and industrial-uses.
psychological_ helots-that 4AE 673 -::::Problems and





,dustrial arts and vocational
EIT510 - offers a study of industrial training in public
the systems and devices i sed - schools. Teachers - - sad
for electrical_ measurement_ supervisors of indvstrinl
and-or control of non- subjects and school ed.."'
electrical quantities. Em- IIwtLStratOIs will find this
course profitable. L-
sPhasduci: is rs, plareccedordinuPgweqtrauipni IAE 677 - Activity lentered
mentd4Lta acquisition' and 
experiences designed to
automation, develop appropriate
EIT 596 - Emphasis is professional and technical
placed upon industrial competencies benefiCial to
relations responsibilities, elementary school teachers in
procedures, and applications enriching and strengthening
.in job evaluation, wage stir- existing programs of in-
struction.
Winters said anyone in-
terested in any of the courses
maeeytirgregisteri Tuition iatthef $31 trst 
class
claper.
semester hour . for graduate
credit and $20 per semester
hour for undergraduate credit
for Kentucky residents.
Additional information
about the courses may be
obtained by calling-762-3391 or
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PRICES ON THIS AD.ARE
EFFECTIVE: - --
WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 11th thru
TUESDAY, JANUARY 17th, 1978.
We Reserve the Right to Limit Quantities
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. WILL MAKE YOUR DAY
.BANANAS
COUNTRY STYLE 
$119 WESSON OILPORK BACKRIBS lb. IU MIXED
VEGETABLES
24 oz. btl. 896
  303 can 3 For 89C
 ..b $189 VAN CAMP









excluding tobacco and dairy products



















with $10.00 purchase - excluding











  42 oz. box 89
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WASHINGTON (AP) — The • Barclay said he knew of no
--t-T
of the nation't most 'Studies indicating_ how long.
=hed drug, 'um, say the average patient used the
-the federal government is -drugs. so on tobacco, which' -
wrong in advising -doctors to But - the conipany _p(edsa)capabeotcats-
curtail its use after four spokesman said Valium "has mgA: The atuauon Is rathermonths, been valuably used for ex- complicated but boils down toBut the editor of the Journal tensive periods by leading the fact that Congress has
of the American Medical scientists and' investigators in avoided having tobacco regul-
Associatio n supports Mon- medical schools and research ated by any Particular agency.
. t• day's decon by the Food and centers all over the world, and -Several Parts theVvern- Uonare the be  mailkres to
Administration to they have invariably found It havite,isPitt., "" aor=mtli. agr—guica,11:-JW--41.-
....11.____:..._._require that drugs intended to cafe and effective not only in tho siogsw mod tho Z-rog, Afreaciy, public optillon 4$.suppress anxiety carri-a lobe' treating anxietyv but also in, "Everybody's business is • showini its effect in limiting to
questioning their elz case§ if 111_14dk_al43.31115_110f1  s butness." a Kr-e,ait7.,clee...areas ,Sther.e L-fectiveness after prolonged certain cases of epilepsy."
• 
 -
use. was not immediately
"The drug would not have clear what effect the FDA
reached such a place in action would have on the sales
modern medicine ifit was not of antiamtiety drugs, Which
effective," said a spokesman last year topped $520 million.
• for the makers of Valium and,. In 1975,fplaysiciaos wrote over
Librium, the second most 43 million prescriptions for so-
popular tranquilizer, called minor tranquilizers.
But the spokesman for the
manufacturer, who asked to
be identified only as a
representative of Hoffman
LaRoche of Nutley, N.J., said
"it is .gaed practice for any
• --- ------Ip-reeelifItAeo -user- -to- see-hie
doctor regularly."
Both drugs, in addition to
other tranquilizers belonging
to what pharmacists call the
meprobate group, such as. suaker murrayito.the
Miltown, are affected by the rank of 'staff sergeant.
Sergeant Shaker is servbig
at Little Rock AFB, Ark., as a
missile facilities specialist.
The sergeant, a 1971
graduate. of Murray High
%Cheat- .ittended Murrray
State University and Southern
Illinois University extension
at -- -Little Rock. His wife,
Nene", ls the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs, Edward R. Mathis of
1505 Johnson Blvd., Murray.
FDA action.
The FDA's Bureau of Drugs
ruled that such drugs "must
carry the following label
beginning in 60 days:
"The effectiveness of (the
drug's name) in long-term
uses that is, more than four
months, has not been assessed
systeinatic clinical studies,
• The physician should
-"periodically- reatiseil 'the
usefulness of the drug for the
individual patient."' HE'S MAYOR, -
The new label requirement • LIKE IT OR NOT --
BIWABIK, Minn. tAP) —appears in today's Federal riobert Woods tried not to beRegister. mayor of Biwabik any more.Dr. William R. Barclay, edi- Oh, how he tried.
tor of the AMA journal, said But it didn't work.
"there has heerra tendency for Woods has been Mayor of the. -
to, become depen- Iron Range ,conununity for 12
.dent.,r on anti-anxiety drugs Ye-iirs, He resigned;He refused
and to codtinue use "over a to run for re-election. He
period of years rather than snubbed a write-in campaign onhis behalf.weeks." But he won the 1977 race any-
baSic elkim!__ 7-of • OW-Away, 311 to. 195, rall,on„wrlte-la,
-•  rerhains, the drugs votes over a lone candidate
are not effective,' said
Barclay. "The doctor should
reevaluate the need for any
drug taken over,a period of
time."
who did file.
"And it makes me feel good.
You bet it does," said Woods,






slice of real Ky. Co. ham, 2 eggs
and hot biscuits with redeye
gravy.
Reg. pas-JUST $2.50
COUNTRY NAM SANDWICN...1/4 lb.
of Ky. Co. ham with fries.
Reg r2 15 JUST $1.95
COUNTRY NAM DINNER...Center
cut slice of the finest Ky. Co.
ham...served with crisp salad,
your choice of potato and corn-
bread with white beans.-
Reg ta 75 JUST $2.99
U.S. 641 North
Murray
Let Us Know...We'll Fix It 'To Go...753-
0910
skeptics may conch 
that the sizable tax income
from tobacco products helps to
keep them available.,
A realistit appraisal of the
extensive use of tobacco leads
to the conclusion that prohibt-
LE qi_trIblicC9 Products in
almost any form would be po-
litically very unpopular and
probably unenforceable. much
tsobe underthe pubhcprohi n
in its "wisdom," may
. bitio
• sans& awn a high level of re
..see am rig
, 
Dcperience in OtAer nafions.
as well as in the United States,
suggests that tobacco usage is
here to Aay because of the as-
sociated satisfaction and ad-
diction. improvement of the
products (such as low-tar and
low-nicotioe/..high taxation to
inhibit use, and public educa-
arnoking is prohibited in public
Perhaps the health hazards
may become more widely
recognized and spur individual
self-interest to such a level that
the smoking habit will not be
taken up ly as many perms.
especially teen-ages-s. Once
hooked by the habit, many con-











3-Way Bulbs, 50-100-156 Watt
• Reg. 1.09 NOW 794
• (5) 107 6)
WASHINGTON ( AP) —
Warning: seventh grade can
be hazardous to your health.
The federal government
isn't going to require that
admonition on - every
classroom blackboard, but its
health and education experts
agree the seventh grade can
he rough physically and
new federal anti-smoking
"Icanipaign being unveiled




And 62 percent of all aseenth
graders, according to one
study, have at least tried alco-
hol. In a 1275 survey, more
emotionally for the four than 14ercent said they were
nullion youngstess_who past_heavy or_..exedocately heavy
through it each year. drinkers. -A federal shady released last Why is the seventh grade
week found that school such a troublesome time?
-'—vtotence and vandaliSm- peak -It's the worst pertottlyir
in the seventh grade. The 12- kid's life. He doesn't have his
and 13-yearotds are the most life figured out," said Roy
likely to be attacked — and to Nehrt, an official of the
be the attackers— of all junior National Center for Education
and senior high students. Statistics and a former junior.
Health planners pinpoint the jugh school teacher in St. _.
seventh grade as a crucial . "Hes under all kinds of,
time for youngsters in pressures from all sides, and
deciding whether to smoke. A he can't cope with them."
Heavy Gouge Steel • 'y bo,
Reg. 119 95 375
Receives 40 CB freciumpiits
& AM stations; trarisngt.ort
Ch 14. Randlebar•mounting-
bracket lift-up handle (Batt.
not included) (êx-I07
•
SUBJEC-T fo-tiliaintrouronTrits ON HAND
yet adults „the transition from
the safe environment of an
elementary school to the
inifamiliar confines of junior
higkcan be difficult.
"It's a real bad time. They
are encountering more things
than they ever encountered
before. They may be thrown
into some sort of violence and
be robbed or shaken down for
For youths in the midst of Eaucation, which conducted
puberty, discovering that they the $2.4 million study on school
are no longer children but not violence, found that the rate of
violent incidents declined
steadily from the seventh
through the 12th grades. It
said some evidence suggests
that segregating students
from the most volatile age
group into junior high schools
contributes to the problems,
David Boesel, author of the
study, said the risks were
higher for seventh and runth
aders in junior tugh schoolsthe first time,' said Beverly 
—Schlfartt Of New Te-rics-w-gan Tor -those --tr -the same
mer teacher who now cssrdt_ grades in schools that corn-
'hates a national youth anti. bine grades seven through 12.
smoking project.
Like their elders, the young
teens may turn to cigarettes
--so a crutch, "trying to lock
'coot and 'sophisticited and
older," she said. •
The National Institute on-
The people of the ancient
kingdom of Macedon are
thought to have descended from
migrants who streamed in from
the north of Greece, through
the valleys of the Morava and






60.00  " SALE PRICE 258
Colonial style with Honey Pine Coppertone, Anodized Alum,-finish. Peg. 29995 (84 407) num. Re.L.3 84 L50573 8'
Orte-touch automatic
Pecan finish. Reg. 669.9,5
• 13_5121. '
PRICES GOOD INROUGH,SATURDAY AT ALL OTASCO STORES AND PARTICIPATING DEALERS
• Onrot-pirro on-range, hot plate
or comp-stoye. Reg. 8.97
fr seiturit WHAt ARE YOU GONNA









Part or full time work.-
Call 759-1370.
NEED SOMEONE to stay
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1 provisions of Sectibn 545.14 of the Rules andRegulations for the Federal Savings and LoanSystem, theNopkinsville bovinity! Sowings & losn'AneeietionHopkinsulle, Rontveky •hak-file-ifar application with the -Federal Home_Lan iftel3oard. for permission, to establish abranc at, or in the immediate vicinity of:Intersection- of Glindik -Reed mid S. 121i Street,Murray, Calkivay County, Kentecky- The application has been delivered tothe offteelbal_ the Supervisory Agent ofthe said Board, located et-the .1.eilera1 Horne Loan Bank of Cincinnati, 2500DuBois Tower, Cincinnati, Ohio 45201. Any personmay file communications, including briefs, in favorortirpfutest of said application at the aforesaid at- 
Tice of the Supervisory Agent within 10 days i or
witidn 30.41aya fitadvice is filed within the first 10
days stating that more:time is needed to furnish ad-
ditional information) after the date -of this
publication. Four copies of any communication
should- be filed. Me.. application and all com-
municative* in-favor or in protest thereof' are -
available Rtr- inspection by any 'person at the,
aforesaid office of the Supervisory Agent.





1 Art,cle lor weir
01- 62 Dreel .
turnitu,e leer
_*o•rniety  5 eitgmrdet71--•
8 Metal 5.5 And
• • A state 56 area*
(abbr I suddenly


























AtItmit: I to Turrorgla
EICIM B11,13














22 Obese 38 Stimulate
23 Timid 39 Listened
to 
24 -Map' s to
nickname 40 Desert
. 5 Ventilate 25 Storage , ''-. dwellers
Negative compartment:IlLfinisehOOd
ol,k2z 26 Strike 4rinttsc's
a"'7 OfSprove 28 Torl • meastue
R La bet 29 1419h-oaed- -,-44-S9A4 ._
9 Preposition 31 Container 46 Pigpen
i oret no time - 32 Southwestern 47 Indonesian
"! d Cry '''  - -Ant:hart - - •-dritresman
-.16 went*, . 33 Rodent - 48 Couple
about idly 34 Female - 49 Stitch
18 Hebrew sheep. 51 Teutonic
----month • - --3V0k-4Mil daitn-
-••••T*.-orar-- - •trrinterneru is- 59:Prtpter's

















*30 Yrs. Experteaci. 10 Tat
Carta
• 2 Farm I•cine Ti.
Worksisees - IN & IRS
W. Semen For Every togal
19•41vctiere And Credit Di. Toe
301480. PASCO
753-5711
11••• aye r on re tp•
COLOR -P014-T-RAITS,
,brine us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
Wallets low' as 24 cents, 8
x 10 2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th.,
753-0035. Free parking













Care .   753-6622
Poison Control   753-7588
Senior Citizen..  753-0929
Needline . .  753-NEED





How may we be saved^















3 Card Of Thanks
I WOULD LIKE TO thank
all my friends and
neighbors for their
deeds of kindness and
woads of sympathy
during the passing of my
beloved husband, Cornel
Bowden. May God bless





Home. May God bless
all of you. Lula M.
Bowden and Sister.
mis5 SEVEREID. HOMER SUM-
MARY OF THE NEW9 LAS-1"-: FROM
NOW UNTIL 6EVTIME. "
= Matthew 24:13, "Endure
to_ the end.". These are
four steps which thereli
- iw Bible way -to-change._
-̀2 For Bible help call--753-





















and reg War .dispday,
must be submitted




submitted by 12 noon
the ,day before
publication
5 lost And Found
..051 SUNDAY a five
month old female
Beagle in Gatesborough
area near Doran Road.
Answers to name Annie.
Wearing white and tan
collars. Call 759-1991.
FOUND LIVER SPOT-
TED bird dog, female.
North of Lyrvi Grove.
Call 435-4342. after- 6 ps
m.
6 Help Wanted"
--PAIET TIME HELP for
dovntown retail store.
Hours 9 WA. Experience 
- helpful but will train.




references. Apply to Box
- 32P.
WHAT WE DO best is
re.lçeedihie,
&low Your Valentine





Send $1.00 with each stamped,
addressed valentine for















TERPRISE, Bo t 21670;
Denver, CO 10221.
EXPERIENCED
_ waitress._ Apply in-
6 Helo velanted 15 kitties Fnr a
TEXAS OIL COMPANY
needs mature person for
short trips surrounding
Murray. Contact
OVEN ELEMENTS kw - Piano, walnut finish,
all electric ranges. excellent condition.
Smoke detectors, interested parties only.
Regular $36.95 for Call 1-362-4072.
$24.95. Battery included... 
customers. We train.




-47- EE  
Ft.Petroleum, Worth, ONE rivE ii,---p. rots TermiteTx.
-tiller' "lee - ariv" Y"---"` Inspection
SECRETARY 
-years old. Eteelleat- 
to in, ....,..40ndition. 8200.-Cal1--708*** Lortr Sy EPA
lei office. tit; _111XLI....-4888 after 6 p. m. 
A *44 Costly Now boosts
ts•• 
some shorthand '
required. Write Box 618
in Murray, Ky.
22 Musical
FOR SALE r.y ra
2
sow -no..
FIREWOOD FOR SALE. Ws Termite




business. Part time 20-25







position in local new car
dealership. Experience
not necessary, but
wijlingness to work and
kern- is. If you are---6










old. New condition. $130.
Call 753-1888 after 6 p.
m.
MAKE BEATEN 'down
carpet nap at doorways
bright and fluffy again
with Blue Lustre.









$100. Otte Warm Mor-
ning gas heater; model
VR 50 MAB; 50,000 BTU
hourly input rating. 875.
Call 753-2424.
USED CROSS TIES -
excellent for land-
scaping or fence post.
Call after 4, 1-898-7950.

















FtAgER5 WERE ABOUT TO




















INT I SLIPPED fLt.
AND FELL ON SAY tf011
ME ICE, f-IUH? If
4-7 - sopl-t
LET5 60 BACK LATER,
AND SHORTEN MARE,
A FRU LIFE • LATER
SPANS, 5IR!





























 - HIS -
SUPPER
.11(,•-••











.4NERY prt4W704/ /5 FEARFUL V







my, 0,1/4:p , 7o,
...
SORRY TO 5440vE









sday and Friday, S-te-11.-
Saturday 1 to 9. Gurklay






















po n Intl' a-re
unlimited. Apply in








wanted. Top pay. Good
. -Part-- time or-lull
t ,, Call 444-9223









Total Image Alpha H
Ultra Diet. Earn money
and loose weight. Call




business start ups, first
and second mortgage
loans, signature loans,
up to 825,000, farm loans
some 61/2 per cent loans.
All projects considered.
,Call 1-502-885-1795
between 3 and 11 p.m., 7
days a week. •
WF SHOP, 10 yeArlf
same location, Main
Hwy., Lakes Area, Good
established TouriSt
Business. Call 502-527-
1727 for location. *
--1•43-kW181--G-HP-T81-
- novelties, and pottery.
Will sell inventory at
mat and lease building.






- All eligible Ian-
. downers and farmers
can now get -group in-
murance  (Exceqs
NI
low group rates. For a
free brochure call
Bennett and Associates,
203 South .5th Street,
Murray, 753-7273 or 759-
1486.
14. Want To Buy
WANTED SUMMER
Maternity clothes only.
Size 12. Call 753-3493
after 4 p.m.
WANT TO BUY - travel
trailer, 72' or larger.
Call 753-7450.
"WANTED - Beaver - 2
-' 'year oleU breeding pair
for restocking wild area.
Please reply to R. S.
Ballard, P. 0. Box 7345,
Louisville, Ky. 40207."
HOPS 




















15 Articles For Sale






half off. Pantsuits $8.00
reduced to $4.00, $10.0
--reduced to $5.00.
Blouses, $1.00, $2.00 and
_ $3.00. Dresses, $4.00.
Prewashed flannel
shirts, $4.00 sizes up to
44. Blue jeans, $7.00
reduced___to__$3.01L_ BIG.
SAVINGS. Come to
Kirlcsey turn right on
464, then go straight to
--Mt-- Hebrew .Church,
then turn left. Open 9 a.
m. - 6 p. m. Closed
Wednesdays.
SLEEPER sofa, $75: LciPe
Seat, $50. Choir $40.
Ottoman, $20. Call 753-
9448 after 5 p. m.
16. Home Furnishings
WHIRLPOOL washer,
$75, Kelvinktor ,SteVe. _
$25. Call 753471M>)
USED FURNITURE,







style sofa and chair. $75.
Call 489-2742 after 5 p.
ONE LARGE CHEST
freezer, cheap. One 3 h.
p. tiller. One 12 x 12
frame storage building.
Call after 4 p. m. 759-
4054.
20. Sports Equipment
Nem weed wed aperesee yew le
p.m ow we. 14444.' idiIne
• Is Aids&





80' ROHN tower. Hinged
base plate and top
section. Excellent •
condition. $125. Call 753-
- 1886 ..ftet 6p.m.
g, CUSTOMMADE mat-
tress for antique beds or
campers. Buy direct




West Ky. Mattress and
Furniture 1136 South





ever. 25" color console
from $579.95. We save
you money. Highway 94,
19 miles West of
Murray. Over 15 years
of Zenith sales and
service. Call 1-382-2174.





1968 12 X 58 NEW MOON,
3 bedroom, all electric.
Carpeted and air. pen-
ditioned. $3200. See -al
Riviera Cts or call 753-
---3280 before 5.
14 FT. KING Craft
fiberglass. fishing boat






across from Post Office,
Paris, TN.
14 X 6.5 SAHARA mobile
home. Partially fur-
nished. Central heat. All
electric. Call 489-2157
after 5 p. m. .
1971 KING GEORGE.
Call 75312567 after, 4 12-
• m.
12 x 56 MARIOTT two
bedroom gas heat. Nice.
Located Fox Meadows.
$4,500,00. Underpinned.
Ready to move in. Call
753-1877 or 753-7974.
29. Mobile Home Rentals
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts...
Call 753-3200. _ _
T W BEDROO
TRAILER, central heat
and air. Near school. On





furnished. One mile out-
of city limits. One or 2_
adults. -$50- dnrpuejt. $115
monthr*- Call 73.40s








•HOSPIT At SUPPLIES TOR RENT AND SALE -
*LE ADUNG BRANDS OF C_OSMETICS
•HOWSTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS
FOR LEASE 
MainStreet Texaco, 15th and Main. Equipped with
equipment and parts for all minor auto repair




W. ore maielfortiorort of &mi.* topotiotitit, i.veystried,
instit•tiosols.d ceepateRciol wortots.
y•• er• • bard Asrlior with a stray dooiro to esemad, had..
olporlones oprisommi) no will "rut sr On aid laserr to Melo •yea 11•0110160 satoesstut.
MO to &MA ont•kty draw mod escooNoiti iopolitt %oral coo
Missions. tipototo olowsoes pu m. ['collies fringe
b•••fits.
send Resume to, DELTA FOREMOST 0111MICA1.
I' 0 Rot 30:ttfl, Memphis, Senn; 31130
*prieriesesise_sise
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_
29. Mobile Home Ren's
TWO BEDROOM trailer.
Near town on private
road. $110 month. Call
7S&4 before 8 • m.
30 Business Rentals
OFFICE SPACE Ear rent
and secretary area. Call
anytime 7 5 3-3 2 5 7,
mornings 753-4140.
• WANTED Two or 1
bedroom house. Prefer




32 Apartments For Rent
SLEEPING ROOMS for
boys. One block. from
:1` MSU. Call4953-1812.
ONE BEDROOM duplex,





from Campus. No pets,
Call 753-1203.
SLEEPING ROOMS for
boys for rent. Otte *..k
from University. Call








lie 4 or 5 caw aria.





- diem- and battr.--05--E-•
month. Utilities
Apply at Corvetta




water. Electric. 94 East
„four miles. Couple, no
pets. Referencesc Call
753-7551. ,














Female, 6 months old.
Will be a small dog. Has
been wormed. Only **
$25.00. Call 753-07367
anytime.
ONE AKC registered Old
.English Sheepdog
puppy. Call 492-8441.
FOR SALE - Ideal
wooded building site
consisting of 3.18 acres
and located in Graves
County, 9 miles South-
west of Mayfield at
intersection of Hwy. 45
and I3ell Road. This is a
choice piece of property
and priced very









= _ _ AUCTION SALE
E7 Friday light, 641 Amities Nesse, Paris, Ti.
:This week lots of old antique furniture most of It -
heeds refinishing. Old dressers some with mar-
ble top, cherry Jackson press, old quilt box, old
beds, tables, chairs, chests, wardrobes, old spin-
dle back rocker, old desks, round dough tray,
fancy old hall tree or hat rack, kitchen cabinet,
metal ice box, small cherry table, china cabinet,




68 ACRES located east of
Puryear, Tn. on black
top road. This can be
bought for less than-
$600.00 per acre. About
55 acres are tendable.
Nearly 75 per cent of the
farm has good barb wire
fencing. John C.
Neabaiier, Realtor, 505
Main St., 753-0101 - 753-
7531.
KOPPERUD REALTY
has five full-time sale
professionals. to assist
you -in Real Estate
matters. If you have
question regarding any
phase of real estate
activity, give us a call at
753-1222, or stop, by our
conveniently located
office at 711 Main. We at
KOPPERUD REALTY










And really sharp is this 3 bedroom brick at 109 N.
13th. Has 3 bedrooms, 2 baths, nice family room
with-fireplace. Large living-dining combination.
Completely redecorated inside and out. All new
carpet and tile. Must see to appreciate-. $32,500.
Guy Spann Realty
'YOUR KEY PEOPLE IN REAL ESTATE'
901 Sycamore Street Please 753-7724
Member of Multiple Listings
Guy Spann, 753-2587 Louise Baker, 753-2409
Jack Persall, 753-8961 Prentice Dunn, 753-5725


















tel Sycamore Norm, Ky. '
YOU'LL GET back to the
basics of life if you
purchase this remodeled
country home and 40
acres with lovely land-
scaped surroundings
and 5 ponds in wooded
setting. Several out-
buildings, fenced area
ter horses, pine forest
withwa/king and riding
trails meandering to a
beautiful 1 acre lake
surrounded by wooded
hillsides, You'll not see
another -picture this
pretty in this area.

















Home for a Song - "Hey
look me over" and
discover what a bargain
this 3. bedroom brick
really *---with large den,







1717 Oleo. 3 esibeoser-
brick Woo 2 bloas from ten-
pin. Nes sail upstairs open-
own and &tubed oporamon.





LIVING - Now is your




bedroom brick home .
with fireplace, full-




breeze Way. All this at an
ideal location. Priced in...
the low 30-s. Additional-
acreage may be pur.
hasc ect-a-ctto hang-





46 Homes For Sale
BY OWNER: '3 large
bedrooms, 1L2 baths, all
carpet, drapes, central
heat and air, large lot,.
fenced backyard,
extras. 2 miles fri
Murray off 121S. $37,01r
753-9732 or 762-6970.
49 Used Cars & Trucks
LALTUPS





1165 FORD two ton truck-.--
Midwest bed- 'hi tires.-
Sharp. Fred or Carl




9437 after 6 p.m.









' 2893 after 4 p. m. _
1975 CHEVROLET 12
passenger Bea uville
350 CID . engine-









1975 ki TON FORD truck,
needs some body work. 1971 CHEV4 wheel
drive 3,4 ton. Automaticco 489-2157 after 5 p.
• transmission. $2295. Call1Wuth Mb of *any:its m. • 
436-535.1. 
1972 FORD RANGER 
Tasteful setting for a xLT, an Power and alt. INS FORD 390, straight
tasteful restaurant or $2250. Can 48943°2. shift, white spoked rims
make Wu' grand en- . •-Ind tires. Short wheel
CHEVROLET,__4____baae, Needs work. $400.trance -down winding -4174
staircase in your own wheel drive, power Call 753-1887.
home. Near downtown..






brakes and power 
steering. Long wheel 1965 CHEVY four door
base, 10" spoke wheels Impala. $175 or best
and tool box. In good offer. See at Hales








' Perfect condition. Mint.
1971 VOLKSWAGEN,
extra nice. Call 436-2400.
51 Services Offered
DO YOU rieed stumps
removed from your yard
or land cleared of
Mumps? We can remove
_stumps up to 24"
--Call 759-1999 after .5 P. beneath ground. Leaves
CLEAN-UP SHOP , In- call 753-4571. -- only sawdust and chips.
building site - Ideal  CaU for free estimate,
location on New Concord 1977 FORD PINTO, 8,006 Steve Shaw, 753-9490 or
Highway, just one mile miles. Clean and .in Bob Kemp, 435-4343.
from Matra**. •Ap--.-- ""411424-- c1)14“4"--











4 bedroom, 21/2 bath . 
!Wine. With ifriiplace,2.--. 14 CH-V-WrIeZt:
family room and game 'CAPRICE. One owner.
room. Located on 20v2 Excellent condition. Cali-
acres on Hwy. 121 S. Call 753-66U• 








46. Homes For Sale
ATTRACTIVE 'NEW 3
bedroom house with 2
baths, lamily room,
kitchen with dining
area. Two car garage
and energy efficient
heat pump. Priced to
sell, lower 40's. Call 753-
3903.
Cashel Ges • 30's - Lane cosi
sesied re wave kite Ms lovely
Woo, 3 Weems, 2 bobs,
Nee now, fwally-kitelseo PO-
births whim fireplace, eat
WWI torpors, famed yard.
753-3263 Anytime
BY OWNER -3 bedroom
brick, 1'1 baths, large
kitchen-den, 3 walk in
closets, wall to wall
carpet, newly painted
inside, economical
















without jacket. Call 436-
2204.
1970 DATSUN truck,
54,000 miles with or
without topper. Call 753-
6496.
1977 DATSUN 280Z. Can




TRICIAN and gas in-
stallation will do
plumbing, heating and






Doug Taylor at 753-2310
for free estimates. `
INSULATION BLOWN-in
by Sears save on the
high_heat and cooling
bills. Call Doug ;Taylor





























struction Co., Route 2,
. _Box 409 A. Paducah, Ky.




laying and roofing. 20
years -ti.vericsicN.. Cal
' Duncan and -.Gardner
;Carpenter Service. 474-
1969 PLYMOUTH Sports PING. Residential and 2318.
Fury. Can be seen at commercial. Rex Camp,
Grogans Trailer Ct.,- _753_6933,
trailer No 34, 94 East 
TYPES batitEiWifict
1974 CHEVROLET Moldy- L.:Lseptic ta 1k work: -Maki -
Carlo Landau. 13ought _ _ tile lines installed, AL
-white:-•years experience. -
vinyl top. 50,000 actual Licensed through Health
miles. New tires. See or Department. Call Rex







r e ble rates.




will do private tutoring
for children grades 1-8
and High School English.
A limited number of
students taken.
Reasonable offer. Cat









Can this numbei'after 5700 to assure pitirTiptieniite next day. 753'
3685
NEW YEAR! NEW BUSINESS!
ska - Cleanup shop, with extra lot, on Hwy. 121
W. 4 overhead doors, compressor, overhead gas
heater; window air conditioner, 2 drains. Owner
will sell or consider lease. $32,000.00.
II II




"THE PROFESS /ONAL Offfar WITH or NOLY rouor
Warm Shropshire' 7534277 Barbera Erwin 753-4136
- Afire Moody 751-9036 Reuben Moody 753-9036
Iltiaor Mast 733.7519 ' 9. 0. Meet 7S3-73117
'New LIsiIi - Gotesborough
This home has everythin. g.for comfortablx„con-
veillent family living. Many outstanding features
including heat pump, large and lovely fireplace
in den. sPacious 2 car garage, 3 bedrooms, 21/2
baths. tastefully decorated throughout. We feel
this Ls the best home in the mid 50's on today's






George Gallagher 753-8129 Geri Andersen 7$3-7932
ieerp Pa'lersen 4/2-3302 Bill torporeoll 753-1272 -;
MP Rayburn 753-4174 r .
51 Se,. c Oted
ELECTRIC - WIRING










ficient service. No job
tpo ,all. Call Ernest
WhIte,7534605.
__  _
• AND J Contractors.
Remodeling, repairs,
roofing, siding. The
smallest to the most





roofs sealed. Call Jack








meshed dons cruets is...
EASILY-
pound portable power-
house does all the work
EFfiallfILY -
cleans, rinses and vacuarn
out deep dolt/tidal aud




fraction of the colt
YOU SAVE UP TO
013.11 PEA ROOfil
QUALITY soma
Company Inc. Air con-









WILE, HAUL ANY type of
white-rock, rip rap, and




lots. Call Roger Hutson,
753-6763. ,
•
F04 YOUR septic tank.--
-and backhoe wor*
needs. Also septit




now. Call Doug Taylor




-exterior. -Also dry was-'










WILL BABYSIT for a



















Rowell mewl weedy Up to 12 w 24. Also born style, offices cottages
onollnlo home owl -ons , and patios, or U.BUILD, pro cut completely ready




• It's time to think
about remodeling!
And your kitchen should be your best' frient
Just think how helpful it would be to have
everything in your kitchen -exactly where you
want it.




• Don May - Mgt_
3049 So. Beitline, Pah, Ky.
Hours:
-Mon.-Thurs. 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Saturday 9 a.m.-5 p.m. ,
Friday 9 aanstpan. Sunday!' 14-11 -5,Psn5-
„ -,aer.TranaMPTT•e•- •••"....Twkrmarcr•Pam74-T ,
MEAN LONER MC
TOTAL SATISFACTION GUARANTEE
Everything you buy attroger is permuted
for your total sotisfocaerl regardless of
manufacturer. If you are not satisfied,
Kroger will replace your item with the some
brand or a comparable brand is refund your
purchase price. -•• -
ADVERTISED ITEM POLICY
loch of these advertised items is required
to be readily available for sots in each
• Kro/fer store, except os specifically noted WI
this od If we do run out of on odvertisul
item we will offer you your choice of o
comparable itern, when available, reflecting
the some savings or a roinchisk which will
entitle you to purchase the adveritsed aem














53 COT T GRADED
CHOICE
U.S. Gov't. Goodell:hike LSI 13011.11106dCheks Nebo)?
RUMP RIB- - -_ SMOKED
ROAST STEAKS - - PICRICS-
h. $128 ""pt:t. Tic
. 1
Goma. Sc,4 11.S.D.A. Mks
GROUND BEEF -------- SLICED
ROUND LIVER LAMB SHOULD
.41"1- 69e





with this coupon and 1000' purchose excluding items prohibited by immi
• Min law and in addition to the cost of coupon merchandise. Subsect to aim




Fonity Pik Quarter Sticiod ftewitlistir
PORK PORK SPARE
STEAK LOIN RIBS
$1 18 $1 28 $119
1J90 PIlltalASE ENTITLES YOU TO REDEEM BOTH COUPONS I
yo,,A! "ROGER
Li 111 WA rs
lF 
or


















$  :4 1 " Hi-C Drinks  46
WOW NM
FILICOTS: $1 Aliens Potatoes  -147—s1 a
ssi oz. 17
 NM sap
204$ 1 0 5












Kroger Potatoes  111/$159
49 oz.
box
with this coupon and $10.00 purchase excluding item prildliostby
low and in addition to the cost of coupon merchandise. MOO to














 3 16 eL
45 AZIS 1 96
KIDNEY
BEANS






















Utcpmsyrrincoupoplicil.k ...... _ _I ',tartest ann. COUPOIlicknIC-011 OTTER covroto)
- = ' INFItIPIAT ter:Olt- 7119 FIE " 111107i.-
IND






r tilhot AMINISPIRANT = 11 oz. um. •
= MARGARINE = "' dtPUDDING = TOOTHPASTE Nis DEODORANT
no MI OM me
_  = — SHAMPOO C
img
MI imp 'ye.IND toli
MO me
$127 my SaveVE48 -"1. am COOKS •= „ot, this coupon. Limo moo. Limit one. el— = *es, mg= Um" one wah this cougar, limn = ttleS CialniCalnor. .41
War" Jet 1 7*. = Ea EAPWIPS )011. 1 7* 1: M Jon 17* — IMP Emotes Jan I 7tti Evens kn. 17*. =
ffill111111111111111C 51111111111111111Se 511111i11111111111C:111111111111111111=
EXCEPT FROM MIDNIGHT






Turkey Drumsticks u. 39(
alma
..
11116n-stidit—fr- — , -
Breaded Shrimp pi$299
U.S.0 A 010k1
Beef Short Ribs  794
c•ota SOWN
English Roast u.$1 04
0111110‘ I,  _




cePink Grapefruit 5 a 77
HIMO RONDA
Juice Oranges 5 a 994
YellownOnions. 5 Ls $ 1
Pink Gteianpefrith 3 we $ 1
NM MKT 
Tangerines 18-... st
U.S. Ne. I Al
RED —
POTATOES
20 $ 68
lb. bes
"Mt\
,Ir .
'.f.791411117LL'""1
4..16eas,••••
